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We take great pleasure in ])romising those who favor U8 wiU*
their kind patronage for

VOI^IXIME I^IPTEEN
The following special features. The writers of these articles are so

well known as to assure us of the excellence of their productions.

PRESIDENT MOSES THATCHER has kindly consented to

furnish, providing his health will permit, a series of papers on

THE EJI.EMEIVTS OF «SUOOE«S»,
In which he will give suggestions which will be of the Greatest value
to all progressive Saints of both sexes and all ages. If conditions are

favorable he has also kindly consented to prepare some articles on his

I^IR^T MISSIONARY EXPERIENCE,
When, as a mere boy, he was sent out to preach the Gospel, and
gained in his labors the favor of the Lord and the full approval of his

co-laborers. Also something concerning his

OBSBRVATIOIVS IN MEXICO,
In which country he later performed so successful a mission.

One of Zion's ablest teachers and writers, ELDER N. L. NELSON,
of the B. Y. Academy, will prepare a series of articles on the subject of

PREACHING a.n.d PREACHING,
In which this very important subject will be discussed in a manner
to impart valuable instruction to all public speakers.



PROF. WILLAR.I) DONE (Laertes), of the Salt Lake h. I). 8-

College, has kindly consented to write a historical romance, entit'ed,

l^A. (JiwoivnR:
A. atorjr oijE the Freneli JNfevoldtion,

Which will afford interest and instruction to all our readers.
' PROF. W. J. KERR, of the Utah University, has made a special

trip to Cornell College to gather data for a series of articles on

MATHEJMATICAI, SCIE^fCEJ,
IN FIVE OR SIX PAPERS.

I. and II. Outline op Mathematical Science, (a) Origin and
nature of mathematical science, viewed as a whole.

(6.) Fundamental divisions of the science, with something of

the origin, nature, development, logical relation, and comparative
value of the various branches.

III. Logic of Mathematics. "In this later day we pride our-

selves on our laboratories, in which the pupil comes face to face with
the facts and forces of nature—every mathematical recitation-room

under an able teacher, is a laboratory in logic, and for sound logic

there is always an unlimited demand."

—

Professor Jones.

Value of mathematics as a means of intellectual training and
culture.

IV. Utility of Mathematics in the Investigation of Nature.
—(1.) Geography; (2) Physics; (3) Astronomy; (4) Chemistry.

V. Utility of Mathematics in the Development of the
Arts.— (1) Surveying

; (2) Architecture; (3) Fortification
; (4) Navi-

gation
; (5) Railroad and Mining Engineering

; (6) Aqueducts
; (7)

Mechanical Engineering: Machines, Instruments, Inventions.

Articles I, II, IV, and V will be illustrated.

BIOGRAPHICAI, AJVD rvlTESRiVRY
MISCBIvI^AKIBS,

.By HON. FRANK J. CANNON, consisting of a series of articles

frOiri the pen of this brilliant young journalist, which will be a source

of great information to our readers.

SCIENCE AJVJ3 MORMONTISM,
Will be the title to a series of papers by PROF. GEORGE F.

PHILLIPS, the able instructor in our Church School System, in

which he will show the harmony of Science with the religion of the

Latter-day Saints.

i\.rx Art Stxxcietxt's Experience «rx<i Obser«
vations in Paris,

Will be the title of a series of articles by our own artist, JOHN
HAFEN, who will narrate from what he saw and heard in the French
metropolis much that will prove of great value to the youth.

DR. M.. H. HARDY, whose efficient and almost constant labors

in the Associations enable him to judge of their necessities and make
wise suggestions, will contribute a number of Valuable Papers on

subjects connected with the M. T. A. work.



Jfcdt. f. A. PRACTICAL WORK,
Will he the title to articles by PROF. GEO. H. BRIMHALL, than

whom no person among us is more able to prepare valuable matter.

All Matters of interest pertaining either to the local or general

Mutual Improvement Associations will find place in our columns,

and in order to make this department one of general profit, we solicit

information on all matters which will be of interest to our young
people.

RAMBIvINGSi AROUIVD THK ^WOKei^D,

By G. H. SNELL, will be continued for the interest and instruction

of our readers.

SISTER M. M. JOHNSON, who has written under the nom de

'plume of Ruby Lamont, will provide some valuable

HISTORICAIv T»^VI»JBJICS,

Each of which will be complete in itself, but the whole of them cover-

ing a vast field.

THE? MUSICAL DE^ARlMVa^IVT
Will be given special attention. Original and selected pieces, specially

adapted for the Associations, will be issued monthly. This depart-

ment will be under the direct supervision of ELDER GEORGE D.

PYPER.
OXXK» EJJVGRAVIXGS

Will be selected and prepared with the greatest care, and all subjects

treated in our columns which need illustrating will be provided with

the best of their class that can be obtained.

We may also count among our writers for the coming volume,
who will write upon such topics as the times may suggest

:

PRESIDENT JOSEPH F. SMITH and some of the Apostles.

PROFS. BENJ. CLUFF, Jr., J. H. PAUL, J. W. WHITELEY
and other leading educators.

SUSA YOUNG GATES, JOSEPHINE SPENCER and other

able writers from among our sisters.

Also many articles will appear from our gifted authors upon
almost every interesting subject, while space will be given to the pro-

ductions of those who are but amateurs in literary work, but whose
talents will yet shine in the midst of Zion.

All our articles, though possessing a high order of merit, will be
written in such a popular style that they can be understood by all

classes of people.

U/e solicit your KM patronage for l/OCti^E FIFTEEN of

5flE (gO^Sl^lBUTOI^, and assure you that every effort will be made

to give our kind patrons full satisfaction.

Price, $2.00 per year, postpaid. Address:

<Fhe Boninbuhi 60.,
P. O. Box £20. Salt Lake City, Utah.

P. S.—Kindly remit by P. 0. order, postal note, bank draft,

registered letter or Express money order.



PHIZES FOR COflTRlBUTIOflS.

As an incentive and in order to encourage literary talent among
our people, we have decided to offer the following

^CMSH PRIZES-^
For articles which are to appear in

\Jo\u(r\e pifteei? of "5l?e Qoptributor."

For the Best CHRISTMAS STORY. First Prize, $25 00; Second
Prize, $10.00.

For the Best NEW YEAR'S STORY. First Prize, $25.00;
Second Prize; $10.00.

For the Best WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY STORY. First

Prize, $25.00; Second prize, $10.00.
For the best FOURTH OF JULY STORY. First Prize, $25.00;

Second Prize, $10.(0.
For the Best PIONEER DAY STORY. First Prize, $25.00;

Second Prize, $10.00.

RULES OI= 007i^F>E3TITlON.
1. All Stories to be founded on facts.
2. No Story to be less than 4,000 words in length, and as much longer as desired.
i. All pieces offered in competition to become the property of THE CONTRIB-

UTOR COMPANY, whether or not they are awarded prizes.
4. Writing to be done only on one side of the paper.
5. All articles are to be signed with a nom de plume, and to be accompanied by

a sealed envelope containing the real name and address of the author, with the nom de
plume written on the outside of the envelope.

6. The Christmas and New Year's Stories are to be in the possession of THE
CONTRIBUTOR COMPANY on or before November loth. 1893; the Washington's
Birthday Stories not later than January loth, 1894; and the Fourth and Twenty-fourth
of July Stories not later than June lst,*1894.

Three non-partisan judges, who are not competitors, will be selected to pass
judgment upon the articles, and as soon as their decision is reached, checks will be
issued to the successful authors.

All of our writers should compete for these prizes, not so much
because of the money they may gain, but also for the practice in

literary work which will be thus afforded.

Address all competitive contributions to

THE CONTRIBUTOR CO.,
P. O. Box 520. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.

Bound Vomhdes Fourteen of The Contributor

Containing the valuable Temple Souvenir Number and much other

choice matter will be ready for delivery to subscribers on

OCTOBER 1st, 1893.

As the edition of this choice volume is limited, orders fo> the same
should be sent in as early as possible.

Price, in full cloth, $2.50; full leather, $3.00 postpaid
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YOU
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"Old Reliable Plater.
practical way to replate rusty and
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;
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metal. No experience, polishing

or machinery. Thick plate at one
operation; lasts 5 to 10 years: fine
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months, in reducing it, after which it will bring
A Steady, Liberal Income, it properly at-

tended to. Ladies do as well as men, in town or
country. Don't ifliss this « hance. Write
at once to J. W. JONES, Manager,
Springfield. Ohio.
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HICAGO AND THE WORLD'S
FAIR. Send ten c nts (silver) or twelve

cents in stamps for a Handy Pocket Guide
to the great exposition; g ves information of

value to every visitor. Street Guide, Hotel

Prices Cab hares, Restaurant Rates, etc Des-

cribes the hidden pitfalls tor the unwary, and
hints how to keep out of them. This indispen-

sable companion to every visitor to the windy
city will be sent by mail, post paid, on receipt

often cents silver, or twelve cents in stamps.

Address, H. STAFFORD, Publisher,

P.O Box 2264, New York, N. Y.
Please mention this paper.
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COPYRIGHTS, etc.l
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world. Splendidly illustrated. No intelligent
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A Gentleman
Who formerly resided in Connectleut, but
who now resides in Honolulu, writes: "For

20 years past, my wife
and 1 have used Ayer's
Hair Vigor, and we
attribute to It the dark
hair which she and I

now have, while hun-
dreds of out acquaint-

ances, ten or a dozen
years younger than we,
are either gray-headed,
white, or bald. When
asked how our hair has
retained its color and
fullness, we reply, ' By
the use of Ayer's Hair
Vigor—nothing else.'

"

"In 1868, my affianced

was nearly bald, and

the hair

kept fall-

ing out
every
day. I

induced
her to use

Ayer's Hair Vigor, and very soon, it not

only checked any further loss of hair, but

produced an entirely new growth, which lias

remained luxuriant and glossy to this day.

I can recommend this preparation to all in

need of a genuine hair-restorer. It is all

that it is claimed to be."—Antonio Alarrun,

Bastrop, Tex.

AYER'S
HAIR VIGOR

READ ROBERTS'

Price 75 Cents, postpaid.

FAT o PEOPLE.
To redu e your weight » UKELY use WIN

lard's Obesity Pills and loose 15 pounds a
month. No injury to the health. No interfer-
ence with business or pleasure. XO mi'AH v -

IS a. They build up and improve the general
health, beautify the complexion and leave No
WBiJiiiM, , Lacy Anderson, M Aubern
8t„ Cambridge, Mass., writes: "Three bottles
of your Obesity Pills reduced my weight from
225 pounds to 190 and 1 never felt better in all
my life. I am much pleased with the result,
and shall do all I can to help you . Our patrons
include Physicians, Hankers, Lawyers and
leaders of SDciety. Onr goods are not sold in
drug stores ; all orders are supplied direct from
our offlee. Price per package $i or three pack-
ages for $* by mail prepaid. Particul ars (sealed)
4ctS. ALL CORKL^POJIUEKCi: «'«»,*-
illtKNHAL.

WILLARD REMEDY CO., BOSTON,
MASS.
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RAMBLINGS AROUND THE WORLD.

The Peninsular and Oriental steamer

Cathay, followed the wandering course

outlined in the September number; round-

ing the island of Ceylon we sailed along

the Coromandel coast of India, and

finally cast anchor in the roadstead of

Madras. The bar there is one of evil re-

pute and large steamers rarely go in, if

the nature of their lading does not com-

pel them to. Lighters take off ordinary

cargo and surf-boats receive passengers,

when they are few in number. The sea-

board is a dry, sterile and sandy shore,

exposed to cyclones and to the swell

from the Bay of Bengal; the Masoola

boats, employed to cross the heavy surf

of the coast, are large and light, con-

structed of thin boaids sewed together

with strands of rawhide, and calked with

cocoanut fibre. They average twenty

feet long, five deep and eight wide, in

shape much resembling our tabernacle

roof. They are manned by ten to fifteen

native oarsmen, who row within fifty feet

of the shore, then, suddenly turning [the

boat broadside to the sea, the incoming

breaker carries it onto the sands in three

feet of water; before another wave can

reach them, the passenger is unceremon-

iously dragged out of the boat, elevated

on their shoulders, dumped ashore in a

dazed condition and "five rupees" shout-

ed in his bewildered ears. If the passen-

ger happens to be "up on the tariff," they

receive one-fourth their demands and

accept it with nonchalent good nature,

the latter sum being apparently more
than they expected. I happened to be

the only passenger leaving the ship at

that time, and was sufficiently wellin-
12

formed to know that the sea thereabouts

was full of sharks; scanning the villainous

faces of the crew who took me ashore,

I have since thought that had the coast

been a lonely one, a traveler's chances
between the sharks in the sea and the

sharks in the boat might have been an
equal one, but nothing more.

During the prevalence of the northeast

Monsoon, which begins the middle of

October, a storm flag is hoisted on shore

to warn passengers from attempting to

land. My stay at Madras was a misad-

venture. The town and country had
fallen upon evil times. A partial famine

was brooding over the whole province,

and a dull, apathetic, despondent feeling

seemed to blight the very air. In a ride

over the parched and famished land, I saw
myriads of grasshoppers, or locusts as

they call them, and supposed that that

shuttle of the sun-burned grass was ac-

countable for the sorry sight, but no;

scant rains for three years, they told me,
were fast drying up the southern provinces

and slowly starving the people. My
driver, whose horse staggered from very

weakness, and yet without the liberal fare

earned that day, would have gnawed an

empty manger, related some incidents of

the long-enduring drought which would
not make pleasant reading for the dwell-

ers in these peaceful valleys, where the

good land yields all that man can wish.

Driving through the main park of

Madras and noting the palm trees with

all their lower fronds shriveling up in the

arid heat and dust, we came to the banks
of a sluggish stream where two old men
and a boy of ten, all lean and hungry,

were tugging at a drag net, probably
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fifty feet in length, stopping the carriage,

I walked to the bank with the driver,

both anxious to see the haul. After much
travail and a helping hand, it came into

view; four or five bushels of ooze and

slime, some old tin cans, fragments of

driftwood, and perhaps a dozen little

minnows, none exceeding two inches in

length, while all could readily be held in

one hand. I looked in the faces of the

two old men questioningly, they were

listless and submissive, appeared to

have expected nothing more, and recom-

menced the weary round again; the stag-

nant, green scum of the surface and the

slime of the bottom had oozed away

through the meshes of the seine, but the

stunted fish were hurriedly secured by

the boy, lest they too might ooze away.

Throwing him a coin which secured the

three at least a few days' food, the car-

riage drove on, its occupant wondering if

an error had not been made in leaving

Ceylon for India; an island for an em-

pire; and yet, in happier days, the Presi-

dency of Madras was one of the most

beautiful in all India.

Calcutta was next reached. That city

of palaces is located near the eighty-

eighth parallel of east longitude, and

comes very near being our antipode. It

lies on the east bank of the river Hoogh-
ly, one of the many mouths of the sacred

Ganges, about eighty miles from the sea.

It is the metropolis of India, and the seat

of government, with a population placed

at half a million, principally Hindoos and

Mohammedans, a few European and

Armenian Christians, and naturally some
Eurasians, i.e., the offspring of European

fathers and native mothers, a combination

frequently found in India. It may as

well be stated once more, that in these

articles, as well as in all Oriental coun-

tries, the term European is applied indis-

criminately to all Caucasians. Among
eastern races the term American is never

heard. The epithet "English" embraces

both. This confusion in the Oriental

mind is regretted as sincerely by the

writer as by any of his countrymen; be-

cause of all insufferably conceited, self-

conscious and overbearing asses abroad,

the migratory Englishman can distance

all competitors. Americans are barred,

even in the consolation stakes. I met
one of the former on the China seas who
appeared to think America lay in the

South Pacific ocean, somewhere between
Australia and Polynesia. When a few

American facts were reduced to the level

of his capacity, and it was explained that

our language was similar to that of his

own, indeed had frequently been mistak-

en for it, and that native born Americans
were nearly as white as the English, he

appeared dumbfounded and finally de-

clared his intention of visiting the coun-

try and acquiring the language.

Owing to shifting sands in the bed ot

the Hooghly, between Calcutta and the

sea, navigation is rendered difficult if not

dangerous. Ascending the stream very

slowly, with occasional full stops, and by

taking frequent soundings, the passengers

of the wind and wave-worn Cathay

had ample time for scanning the shores

which are infested with prowling tigers.

Some thirty miles from its estuary, the

river narrows in, and cultivated banks,

with occasional villages and native life,

country boats, from the solitary fisher-

man in his canoe to large salt boats from

up country; in and outward bound
steamers and sailing vessels, the latter

in tow; country seats of wealthy Zemin-

dars, etc., mark the approach to some
large city, until at last, when six or eight

miles distant, the first view of Calcutta is

obtained from the lower part of "Garden
Reach" where the palace of the late ex-

King of Oudh, is situated in a spot, that

for striking beauty is scarcely equaled on
any river in either hemisphere. Objects

of interest on every side claim attention,

and as line after line of ships come into

view with a background of some of the

most imposing buildings in the world,

a traveler can realize that he has reached

one of the largest commercial centres in

the East.

The most remarkable peculiarity that

strikes the traveler when approaching the

shores of India from the south, is the ex-

treme depression of the coast. It is so low

and flat that the fringe of surf along the

shore prevents the land from being seen at

all at any distance, and one might imagine
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himself in mid-ocean until the vessel

is sailing up the mouth of the Hooghly,

and the uniform growth of bamboo that

marks the limit of the land can be seen

wherever a river runs, Hindoo and Mo-
hammedan alike, men, women and

children, repair every morning to the

shelving banks of the stream, or ghats,

from the deck. This is the far-famed

jungle of India. At the mast head it

can be seen stretching inland, far as the

eye can reach.

At Calcutta, as elsewhere in India,

as they are called in Hindoostanee; after

disrobing, they enter the river to the

knees or waist, then piously utter pray-

ers, scatter some flowers on the surface

of the water, and splashing them towards
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midstream, the current takes them to the

sea; they then utter more prayers, salaam

to the sun and return to the banks, when
their bodies are anointed, those of the

men with mustard seed oil and the wo-

men with cocoanut oil: and this religious

rite has gone on for centuries.

The burning ghats, of which there are

three in Calcutta, are places on the

banks of the river for the cremation of the

dead. Early one morning, when a slight

breeze was blowing the poisonous vapors

to one side, I visited the principal ghat

and saw ten bodies of men, women and

children on funeral pyres in different

stages of incineration; nothing remained

of one but the stomach crisped into a

hard ball, that organ, the attendant priest

remarked, was always the last part to

calcine. The writer was indebted to the

courtesy of the same Mollah for other

facts. It required, he said, four hundred

pounds of hard wood to consume an

ordinary cadaver; the time required is

about six hours, and the cost to the

relatives three rupees, say one dollar,

unless sandal wood is used in whole or

part, at a cost of twelve cents a pound.

The body is first washed in the river (see

illustration) then arranged on a pyre by

some priests of the sect to which the

deceased belonged; a white shroud or

sheet, the one it wore in life perhaps,

completely enveloping the figure is con-

sumed with it; faggots are piled on, as

well as under the body. When all is

in readiness and while the final invoca-

tions of the priest are still troubling the

air, the nearest of kin applies the torch,

the earthly tenement is reduced to ashes

and a handful of these are scattered upon

the surface of the waters.

It was formerly the custom in India to

throw the dead into the Ganges, that

sacred river whose rapid current was
supposed to carry them out to sea and

into paradise, mothers frequently doing

the same by their living babes under the

appalling belief that otherwise they might

never walk the golden streets of Nirwana.

The Indian government, humanity and

sanitation have stepped between the liv-

ing and the dead and put an end to both

customs, although they claim that the

law is often violated and occasional dead

are still thrown into the rivers instead of

being cremated. A native, retired,

diamond merchant of Benares told the

writer that on the death of his little boy

he tied a water jar around its neck and

placed it in the Ganges, the jar filled and

the body sank. "I thought that against

the law?" "Well," he replied, his e>es

shining the while with fanaticism, "the

body was quite small, it never harmed
the river, and Siva (the goddess) has him

now."
Wishing to view the highest mountain

peaks in the world, the writer made a

round trip of over seven hundred miles

to Darjeeling, a station in the lower

Himalayas, and a lavorite sanitarium dur-

ing the heated term for Anglo-Indians.

The Darjeeling and Himalayan Railway

is a wonderful piece of engineering skill.

The track is twenty-four inches wide, and

each car accommodates eight passengers,

the floor of the cars being but ten inches

above the road bed. It's as well that the

writer no longer remembers the actual

grades or clambering accomplished by

the puffing little engine that day, as a

bare statement of the truth would scarce-

ly be accepted, and the turnings and

twistings the track made, crossing and

re-crossing itself dozens of times, were

quite as bewildering.

From Darjeeling, at daylight next

morning, horses were taken to a summit

in the higher levels, called Tiger Hill.

Looking northward, the horizon for a

third of its circuit is bounded by the most

magnificent mountain scenery of the

globe. In front is Kinchinjunga, twenty-

eight thousand four hundred feet, the

second loftiest peak, whose summit
reaches a mile nearer the stars than any

other upon earth, saving a few of his own
gigantic brethren. The still loftier Gaur-

isankar, which the English have named
Mount Everest, is seventy miles to the

west and more than twenty-nine thous-

and feet high. Upon Mount Washington
heap the three loftiest summits of the

United States east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and the pile would not reach to

within half a mile of the white crown of

Kinchinjunga. When a . clear morning
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does occur at Tiger Hill, a rare event,

the view at sunrise has no parallel on

earth. The peaks are so lofty and sharp-

ly defined that they catch the first rays of

blue sky; Kinchinjunga is next aflame,

then lower peaks of lesser interest, as

one by one, like the sheeted ghosts in

Macbeth, they follow.

the rising sun, while all below is shrouded On the return to Calcutta, the writer

in darkness. The first beams strike the made the acquaintance of an Indian

eternal snows on Mount Everest, which gentleman of scientific attainments who
puts on a rosy glow against the dark was in a position to tell him something
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about the snakes of India. As in Cey-

lon, the cobra proves to be the deadliest.

Its poison, he said, might be kept for

months or years and not lose its viru-

lence. Its venom would kill when in-

troduced into the stomach, although

other blood poisons do not. In experi-

menting, he had frequently made cobras

bite themselves and each other, and they

never seemed the worse for it. I quoted

the belief, prevalent in this country, that

our rattlesnakes, when infuriated, some-

times inflict their own death wound, but

he looked incredulous. He thought the

poison might take effect on snakes less

deadly in character. In India, the flesh

of an animal dead from snake bite does

not seem to be affected, as men or beasts

there, eat it with impunity; however, the

blood of an animal killed by a venomous
snake is itself poisonous, and that is

easily understood, as the venom must be

taken into the circulation before death

ensues. The python is the only snake

of that country which incubates, or coils

on its eggs until hatched. The eggs of

others are left where the natural heat

will germinate them, while others again

produce their young alive and immedi-

ately on coming into the world they show
all the malevolent activity of their race.

He claimed that the salt water snakes are

all venomous, and the fresh water ones

all harmless. I recalled a similar belief

told me by natives in the Malay Archi-

pelago. The cobra family all have the

hood, and never attack without distend-

ing it. They raise the first third of the

body from the ground, as seen in the

illustration, glide slowly along on the

other two-thirds, and with the hood
dialated, remain on the alert, darting the

head forward to the attack when any-

thing hostile approaches. One may
readily perceive the attitude would be

very startling, and few objects are more
calculated to inspire awe than a large

cobra, with his hood erect, hissing war-

ningly, and his eyes glaring, as he

prepares to strike. Nevertheless, they

are said to be not aggressive, and unless

interfered with, they glide along with the

hood closed, looking not unlike the

harmless snakes, but the moment they

are disturbed, they assume the menacing
attitude described. This writhing terror

is found all over India and is equally

dreaded and fatal everywhere. An in-

stance of their deadly power came partly

under my own observation at Penang, on
the Straits of Malacca. A month before

my arrival there, the wife of an English

officer had been bitten on the foot by a

cobra, while walking in the garden of her

bungalow; she killed the snake and

hurried to the house, despatching her

native servant for a doctor who arrived

twenty minutes later, when ligatures above

the wound and other usual remedies

were applied. The contents of the rep-

tile's stomach, and a careful examination

of the lady's foot, showed two chances

only in her favor; his snakeship had

killed and swallowed a field mouse short-

ly before striking his last victim, thus partly

exhausting for the time being, his poison

sac; again, in striking at the lady's foot

one fang had passed through the stock-

ing into the flesh, while the other had

struck the top of her shoe and broken off

in the leather, thereby rendering the ser-

pent's bite but half complete. I chanced

to be in Penang when she was convales-

cing, and from one hundred and forty

pounds she was reduced to one hundred

and two, while the pallor of her face was

that of the dead.

Hindoos tell some curious fables about

the cobra which the narrow limits of a

magazine article will not permit the

repetition of. They are said to drink a

great deal of water, and will go into it

readily and swim well; they rob hen

roosts, swallowing the eggs whole, and

are known to occasionally ascend trees in

search of birds. Old ruins and outhouses

are favorite haunts for them, and are fre-

quently aroused by men, women and

children who, by inadvertently disturb-

ing them, receive their death wound.

Death occurs in a few minutes, especially

when the fangs penetrate a vein and the

poison is carried at once into the circula-

tion. The number of deaths caused

yearly in India by the cobras is absolute-

ly appalling. Official records have placed

it as high as forty thousand annually.

Cobras are the favorite species of snake
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for charmers and jugglers, and it is start-

ling with what freedom they are seized and

handled by these men, even when in pos-

session of their fangs. They are rendered

in which case the snake is harmless for

life. Their graceful movements in the

erect attitude they assume, with the hood
distended as they follow the motions of

Indian Snake Chabmek with a Hooded Cobba Poised fob Stbiking .

temporarily harmless by cutting out the

poison fangs, but these are quickly re-

produced, unless, as most generally hap-

pens, all the reserve fangs are removed,

the juggler's hands, make them an object

of wonder and fear to all, while the super-

stitions of the natives about them are

endless. The large number of natives
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killed in Hindoostan by poisonous snakes,

principally cobras, as they are by far the

most numerous, is a sad proof of the

fatal character of this Indian serpent as

against the larger python and its variants

which slay by constriction. G. H Snell.

JOHN MEREDITH'S SECRET.
THE STORY OF A MODERN GHOST.

There are few who are aware that in

the heart of the best residence portion of

San Francisco, and scarcely more than a

stone's throw from the principal business

streets, there is a house that for many
years bore the reputation of being haunt-

ed. Strange sights were seen there,

strange sounds were heard, and the cus-

tomary phenomena of a haunted house

of the most unimpeachable character un-

doubtedly transpired, to the satisfaction

of more than one skeptical citizen.

Now be it understood that it is by no

means a simple task for a haunted house

to establish its reputation in these days

and in this country. A house which starts

out upon a hum-drum, commonplace
career has an easy time of it. If it aspires

to be a fashionable residence, it! has only

to take in some handsome furniture and

a corps of disagreeable servants, pull

down the blinds and exclude the sun-

light, and its success is assured. If it

wants to be a cosy home, it requires a

little serviceable furniture, plenty of

books and pictures, windows open to the

sunlight, and a troop of little children to

frolic in it. To be a family boarding-

house it is only necessary to scrape the

paint from off the front steps, place hard

mattresses on the beds, and invest it with

a beaming landlady and a villainous cook;

while a fashionable boarding-house re-

quires the two latter reversed: a beaming
cook and a frowning landlady. Given a

field of mock sunflowers, a jumble of

one-legged storks, cat-tails and chrysan-

themums, and a piece or two of old

brocade, and you have the artistic house.

In brief, a house can usually be whatever

it chooses to be, so long as its ambitions

are reasonable. The only calling that

demands real skill and finesse, is to enact

the role of the haunted house.

There are few who ever stop to con-

sider the enormous odds against which a

haunted house has to contend, especially

in this country, where the buildings are

comparatively new, no family traditions

attach to them, and a family ghost is

quite out of the question. It is some-
times necessary to drive out half a dozen
sets of tenants, before any can be found

sufficiently candid to make their exper-

iences known. Then one has to contend

with the skeptics who come to spend the

night in it, and to prove that the whole

thing is nothing but a trap or a delusion.

After them come the newspaper report-

ers, still more derisive and difficult to

please, who would not be in the least im-

pressed if the angel Gabriel were to come
down to earth and blow his trumpet, but

would at once rush off to the nearest

telegraph office and wire the news around

the globe, providing always that they

could not save it for a "scoop" in their

own particular paper.

The residence in question possessed

natural advantages for its peculiar call-

ing, that were apparent to the most
casual observer. Built before the days

of the gingerbread places that make up
the bulk of San Francisco architecture,

it was constructed of brick, with a finish

of gray stucco that gave it the appear-

ance of solid stone. Tall and severe of

outline, weatherstained. with iron bal-

conies below each window. It was sep-

arated from the street by a little garden

shaded by solemn eucalypti, while be-

side it a large acacia raised a screen of

delicate foliage between it and the pre-

tentious mansion next door.

We had just returned to the city, after

a residence of several years in another

State, and as my husband was an invalid,

slowly recovering his health after a long

fever, it devolved upon me to make all
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the arrangements which were to provide

us with a habitation.

The three leading considerations in

making a choice were healthy surround-

ings, a central location, and proximity to

my mother's pleasant cottage.

Accompanied by my mother, I had

made the rounds of the real estate

agencies and answered a dozen adver-

tisements, but had found nothing adapted

to our wants, until, as we strolled

through the neighborhood, observing the

placards on empty houses, she stopped

on the opposite side of the street and

indicated this house, half concealed be-

hind its screen of foliage.

"I wonder if we had better look at it,"

she said doubtfully.

"O, mother, it would be entirely be-

yond our means," I exclaimed, for I saw
at a glance that the house, although a

little out of date and neglected looking,

was much larger than any we had visited,

arid our exchequer was limited.

"On the contrary," said my mother,

"it is much cheaper than any we have

looked at," and she named a rental that

made me look incredulously at her, and

then at the house.

''Then what is the matter with it?" I

asked, for by that time experience had

made me quite an expert on the subject

of house rents. "Is the drainage de-

fective, are the floors rotten, or has it

been the scene of some dreadful trag-

edy?"

"I may as well tell you the truth at

once," explained my mother. "The
house is said to be haunted."

She observed me closely as she spoke,

anxious to see what sort of an impres-

sion this announcement would make
upon me. I returned her look without

flinching. We were not a superstitious

family, and the only effect her words had
was to arouse a very lively sentiment of

curiosity regarding the house.

"That is delightful," 1 said, and
laughed.

My mother echoed the laugh, although

not as heartily as I could have wished.

"No tenants will stay there. It has

been vacant for months," she said.

"So much the better for us!" I returned

cordially. "Why, mother, it will be a

saving of at least thirty dollars a month.

Think of all the comforts that means for

Henry and the babies. I would engage

to meet a real ghost every day of my life

for thirty dollars a month. Who owns
the house?"

"John Meredith."

"John Meredith, the young man who
used to be a member of our Shakespeare

club?"

"John Meredith the capitalist now. He
is said to be a very rich man."

"Didn't he have trouble of some sort

with his wife?"

"Nobody knows," replied my mother,

looking very grave. "They seemed a

very happy and united couple, although

she was a gay and frivolous girl, and he

was many years her senior. Three little

boys were born to them; they were very

proud of the children, and the young
mother was devoted to them. Suddenly

the children died in the same week, vic-

tims of an epidemic that swept the city.

This sorrow seemed to change the whole

complexion of their lives. The father

became absorbed in business, as if deter-

mined to find forgetfulness there. The
young mother was so melancholy at first

that they feared she might go into a de-

cline. Then she plunged into society,

and was so gay and reckless that her

conduct became the subject of scandal.

Suddenly she disappeared. There were

reports that she had run away with an

unprincipled society man, who left town
about that time. Now and then rumors

have come back that she had been seen

at various European capitals. Nobody
has ever dared question John Meredith."

"I do not wonder," I replied, recalling

the stern face and tall, stiff figure of the

man as I remembered him. "And he

—

what does he do? Where does he live?"

"In the large house next door. He
built it and moved into it soon after her

disappearance. He lives there all alone,

with two old servants. He has never

gone into society since that day; never

made a call nor received one at his house.

He divides his time between his office

and that great, lonely dwelling. There

are some dark stories afloat," added my
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mother, dropping her voice lest she might

be overheard by some chance passer-by.

"Many more than hint that the young

wife met a violent death at his hands, in

the old house, and that the strange things

that happen there are caused by her

restless spirit, re- visiting the home where

she was once so happy, and which also

witnessed her sorrow and error, and her

dreadful end. * * * But this is a poor

preparation for you, if you really think

seriously of looking at the house."

"It does not alarm me at all," I said

lightly, "it is better to know the whole
story. As for taking the house I am so

much in earnest, that I propose to cross

the street and see if there is any way of

gaining entrance."

The lock on the iron gate was not fas-

tened, and the latch yielded to our touch.

Passing through, we strolled up the red-

tiled walk, and I noted with delight the

abundance of flowering plants and shrubs

with which the garden was filled. We
did not try the front door, rightly judging

that there would be no chance of entrance

there, but went around to the rear of the

house, through a narrow passage where
great bunches of wistaria, lavender and
purple drooped over our heads, thence

into a deep yard with a grass plot in the

center and flowering shrubs around the

border. Here we found a basement
door that was ajar, and pushing it open,

we came to a narrow passage, evidently

leading to the kitchen and servants'

quarters.

"What a nice floor!" exclaimed my
mother, her housewifely instincts at once
asserting themselves, the instant that our

tour of inspection had really begun.

I looked down and saw that the floor

was of narrow, polished strips of black

walnut and ash, laid closely together and
alternating with each other. But what I

noticed most was the print of a woman's
footstep, a small, shapely foot, evidently

hollowed beneath the instep, for in the

middle the impression was lost. The
floor had plainly been cleaned after the

departure of the last occupant, but in the

dust that lay thickly on the floor, this

print appeared with startling distinctness.

I pointed it out to my mother, but she

did not seem to think it worthy of at-

tention.

"It is only the track of some one who
has come to look at the house, like our-

selves," she observed impatiently. "I

must say, Katherine, that the house is

very conveniently arranged, especially

for a family where but one servant is

kept. Only see this nice dumb waiter

that carries the dishes up to the dining

room, and returns them again to the

kitchen; think of the steps it will save

Bridget. Everything seems to be in per-

fect repair. There are ash bins under

the grates, and the sliding doors run

smoothly in their tracks."

I could scarcely assent to her observa-

tions, for I was so busy following the

little footprint that was over the floor

everywhere we went. Sometimes it

went straight ahead of us; sometimes it

wandered here and there, as if with no
definite purpose. In some places there

was such a confusion of impressions that

I could make no one out clearly, but

whenever we came to distinct prints

again, it was the little foot and no other

that my eyes made out. Nor was it

possible to persuade myself that my
mother's theory was correct, and that it

was simply the step of some ordinary

visitor, for we saw it in the most unlikely

places for an ordinary visitor or pros-

pective tenant to go. It was in the cor-

ners and behind the doors; in the closets

where garments had once hung, but

whose hooks were empty now. There
was a large, pleasant room up stairs

which I at once appropriated for my
own, and which had evidently been used
for a nursery. This room was covered

with footprints, and beneath the windows,

which looked down on the back yard, I

noticed that the prints were again con-

fused and indistinguishable, as if the feet

had lingered there often and long. As
we came out of this room and prepared

to descend the stairs, we heard a peculiar

sound, like a wailing cry, which appeared

to come from a small room at the end of

the hall. We stood still for a moment,
then my mother, who is a courageous

woman, stepped resolutely to the door

and threw it open. The room was per-
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fectly bare, and had a single window,

which opened toward John Meredith's

house. We both walked to this window
and looked out. As we stood there, the

wind swept in a sudden gust through the

boughs ot the acacia tree, and a broken

branch scraped the window pane so that

it gave out a shrill, ringing sound.

"Well, what do you think of the house,

Katherine," asked my mother with some
anxiety.

"O, I shall take it," I replied with

decision. That was a foregone conclu-

sion, for the rooms were airy and well-

lighted, there were gas and water all over

the house, and had it not been for an

unaccountable feeling that I was trespass-

ing on the rights of another and unseen

tenant, there was little to be desired.

"I am glad, for it will be so near us,"

said mother, and it was plain that she

was gratified. "Come to this window,

dear," leading the way back to the bright

room we had left. "Only see how easy

it will be to get back and forth."

Following the direction she indicated

with her hand, I gave a sharp cry.

"What is it, Katherine?"

I could only point down below us, and

look at her with shocked and questioning

eyes.

There, in a square of green lawn which

had originally belonged to the house in

which we stood, but now shut off from it

by a close, evergreen hedge, were three

little graves, side by side, and marked
by low, marble headstones. For the first

time in my life, a superstitious terror ran

over me as I thought of my own three

babies.

"It must be their graves—the little

children I was telling you about," said

my mother, scarcely less shocked than I.

"I remember they were buried here at

the time ; it was her desire; but the

authorities interfered, and the bodies

were removed, it is odd that they should

have kept the mounds and headstones."

We went out the way we had come,

and stopped to examine the placard be-

side the gate, which announced that the

house was "To let," and should have

given further directions. It had evidently

been there for a long time without being

removed, for the cloth was torn and the

lettering almost illegible. As we lingered

there, a gentleman who was walking

slowly up the street, looked up, and see-

ing us, came up the steps.

"We were wishing to see you, Mr.

Meredith," said my mother. " My
daughter, who is an old acquaintance of

yours, I believe, would like to engage

this house."

He acknowledged my presence with

grave courtesy. For my part I was so

surprised at the change in him that I

could not speak. The last time I had

seen him, some ten or twelve years gone

by, he had been a handsome man, with a

straight figure and proud bearing. The
man who stood before me now was gray

and old and bent. Swiftly the conviction

came over me that something more than

age had bowed his shoulders and whiten-

ed his head, and I shrank from him, re-

membering the strange tales about him.

"I had almost come to the conclusion

that I would not attempt to let the house

any more," he said, in a wavering, unde-

cided tone. "There has been so much"

—

he hesitated, as if searching for a suit-

able word—"so much dissatisfaction, on
the part of tenants. It has not been

pleasant to me. You have heard the

stories?" turning suddenly to me.

"I have."

"Are you a nervous woman?"
"I have no nerves," I replied with

pride, recalling a compliment that had

often been paid me in years past.

"Then I suppose I may as well let you

have the house," he said, and our con-

tract was concluded.

The next day he sent us the keys, and

the work of preparing it for occupation

began. With all the windows open to

admit the sunlight, Bridget bustling up

and down, fires crackling, and the whole-

some smell of soapsuds all over the

house, I wondered that I could ever for

a moment have harbored a doubt as to

the absurdity ot the stories regarding its

unbidden tenants.

Nothing happened to disturb this feel-

ing of security until we were on the

point of moving in, when Bridget came
to me in a state of great vexation.
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"I'm not wantin' to find fault wid

yersilf or the way you manage, mum,
but it's not much thanks I get for

clanin' the flures till you cud ate aff

thim, whin the children tracks thim up

before they're dry."

Now the floors to which Bridget had

reference, had been cleaned late on the

preceding day, and the children had not

been in the house since. I was about to

assure her of this fact, but a sudden

thought silenced me, and I bent down to

examine the footprints.

There, on the freshly washed floors,

in the house which had been securely

locked the night before, and to which

I alone held the keys, were the little

footprints I had seen on the first day I

went through the house.

The next day we moved into the

house, and that very morning, my hus-

band, whose health was much improved,

was called out of town, on imperative

business. He suggested that perhaps it

would be well to have some man sleep in

the house during his absence. I scouted

the proposal.

"Don't worry about me. I shall lock

all the doors, the locks are strong, and
no human being can get in without

breaking the doors," I said.

But when I sat down in the library that

evening and tried to read, I wished that I

had not been so independent. My baby
had fallen asleep in my arms. Bridget

slept the sleep of the just in the base-

ment, and the two older children had
been put to sleep a couple of hours

before, in the pleasant chamber up stairs.

I had just become deeply interested in

a paper in the magazine I was reading,

when I was startled by a rustling in the

hall, followed by the sound of a closing

door.

ii.

The noise awoke my baby, and I

hushed her, chiding myself for my mo-
mentary alarm.

"It was nothing but the wind," I said

to myself. "I must see if there is a win-

dow open anywhere."

But the wind does not rustle like a

woman's garments. The wind does not

leave soft footfalls as it passes, nor tiny

footprints, like those that had wandered
over the floors.

The gas was burning dimly in the

lower and upper halls, as I hastened up

the stairs, oppressed by a fear that some-

thing might be happening to my sleeping

children. As I reached the upper hall, a

gust of wind met me full in the face, and

I perceived that the door of the little

room at the end was ajar. I distinctly

remembered closing it on going down
stairs after hearing the children's prayers;

but I reflected that the latch was probably

out of order, and that accounted for the

draught of wind below. This discovery

really relieved me, and I should have

entered the chamber where the children

were, with a heart at rest, had it not been

that as I passed the door of the little hall

room, a singular consciousness oppressed

me that some strange presence lurked

there: something that I dared not en-

counter.

I may as well confess that I was in a

panic of fright. Like many unfortunate

people, I had all my life borne a spurious

reputation for courage, a reputation that

it had cost me dearly to maintain. It is

true that I was not superstitious, in any

actual, reasoning way. I did not believe

that the spirits of the departed walked

the earth again. I was sure that if they

ever did, they would not be permitted to

frighten or torment us. But I was afraid

of darkness and evil. I dreaded the un-

known. In addition to all this, I had

that singular timidity which seems insep-

arable from maternity, even in the case

of dumb animals.

If I had only had the courage to confess

my weakness, it would have spared me
the most terrible experience of my life.

Once inside the door of my room, I

felt reassured, for the children were

quietly sleeping, and everything in the

room seemed undisturbed. I sat down
before the embers of the fire to remove

my baby's wrappings, then carried her to

the large double bed beside the children's

crib, where we were to sleep. Here a

surprise awaited me. Instead of being

neatly turned back, to warm and air, as I

had left them, the coverlets were spread

up to the pillows, and from the rough
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appearance of the bed, there appeared to

be some object or objects concealed be-

neath the clothes.

I threw back the bedding with one

hand, and there on the snowy sheet was

spread a motley collection of old tin cans,

stones, pieces of coal and sticks of wood.

The feeling of fright became absolute

terror. I could not move or speak, and

felt myself incapable of sustained thought,

possessed only by an awful conviction

that that which had done this thing was

in the house, close at hand, and might

make its appearance at any moment.

The grotesque trick that had been played

in my absence was without significance

in itself, but back of it was an unknown,

malicious force, whose capacity for evil

I could not measure. What harm might

not come to my children if I should at-

tempt to cope with it alone, in the lonely

house? What was my own frail strength,

paralyzed by fear, to grapple with this

mysterious agent?

I must call help, but whom? Let me
think clearly, and decide rightly. If

Bridget were aroused she would scream

and run from the house—worse than use-

less to call upon her! I knew none of the

neighbors save my landlord, with his

curious history and the dark tales al-

ready attached to him. Perhaps he was

in the conspiracy, if conspiracy it was. to

affright his tenants and drive them from

the house. But there was my father,

less than a block distant; my father,

who had never failed any of his children

in time of need, who was wisdom itself,

and would know exactly what to do.

But how could I reach him? Who was

there to go or send?

There was no alternative. I must go

myself. Could I take the baby with me?

No. The burden, light as she was,

would impede my movements, and keep

me longer from the rest. One must not

be saved at the expense of the others.

Stooping to leave one kiss on the dear

little face, and laying her on the bed

with a heart wrench such as mothers

feel when they lay a little one in the cof-

fin, I sped to the door.

In the hall outside I paused for a mo-
ment, my hand at my heart. Surely

that was the sound of a quick breath

coming and going, a panting like that of

a startled animal, on the other side of

the door that stood ajar. Then I hasten-

ed through the dimly lighted hall and

down the stairs, then out into the bright

moonlight.

As I passed tiirough the yard I caught

one glimpse, through a gap in the hedge,

of the little empty graves, and my heart

warmed towards them, as to something

simple and human, unlike the awful

mystery from which I was fleeing.

A few rods further, blundering in the

darkness, fumbling with a latch that my
trembling fingers could with difficulty

unfasten, and I stood beneath by parents'

bedroom window, frantically rapping on

the glass.

They were both asleep. My mother

was the first one to be awakened. She
came to the window in her white night-

robe.

"Why, it's Katherine!" I heard her

say. Then the window was raised.

"Tell father to come and bring help.

Something awful is happening over there.

Come up-stairs to my room," I gasped,

and turned back to the house where my
dear ones slept, unconscious of their

danger. The way seemed endless. I

seemed to move as one moves in a

nightmare, with feet heavily weighted,

scarcely able to lift them from the

ground. Twice I had to stop on the

stairs to recover breath, and to combat
the deathly faintness that stole over me
and threatened to rob me of conscious-

ness.

At last I reached the room where I had

left my sleeping children, and my heart

stood still at the sight that greeted me.

Before the embers of the dying fire sat

a small woman, fantastically dressed, and

in her arms was my baby, over whom
she crooned a low lullaby.

Danger had at last assumed a tangible

and a dreadful form. I knew by the

woman's strange appearance, her fantas-

tic dress, by her restless motions and her

song, that she was one from whom rea-

son had departed, and that my baby

nestled in the arms of a maniac. Who
could tell at what moment her mood
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might change, and the hands that clasped

the child so tenderly, clutch its throat, or

hurl it from her to its death ?

For the second time that night I gath-

ered all my powers of self-control, strove

to command my voice and silence my
beating heart.

"So you are taking care of the child-

ren," I said pleasantly, and the tranquil

sound of my voice amazed me. "Won't

you let me take the baby now?" and go-

ing up to her, I held out my arms for the

child.

But she held the little one to her breast

with a tenderness that had something

fierce in it.

"Dear little face ! It is soft as my
Jamie's."

She pressed her cheek against the

baby's, murmuring low words of endear-

ment. Then, with a deep sigh, placed

her in my waiting arms, still leaning over

her to stroke her soft, light curls.

"My pretty, you cried, and I came,"

she murmured. "So many times I have

heard them crying in the night, and gone

to comfort them. And now I hear them

crying, and cannot find them, and no one

will tell me where they have gone."

A sudden knowledge flashed upon me.

I thought of the mysterious disappear-

ance of John Meredith's wife; of the

singular seclusion of the great house

next door; of the little graves in the

garden; of the open window, and the

strong boughs of the acacia tree, that

bridged the way. The secret of John

Meredith's life lay open before me.

Her eyes were raised imploringly to

mine, and in them I saw a dawning in-

telligence. The clouded mind was

groping for the clue that should lead

it back into the light.

I do not know what power it was that

prompted my baby and enabled me to

do what we did next.

For the baby awoke, stretching out her

arms to her strange nurse, with a laugh

and a cry, and I knelt and laid her again

in the arms of my guest, saying gently:

"Dear Mrs. Meredith, God has taken

your little ones. He will give them back

to you again, in His own good time "

The tears that rained down her cheeks

quenched the madness in her eyes. And
through her tears she tried to answer the

baby's innocent smiles.

"It is so good to have her in my arms,"

she sobbed. They have been empty so

long. Oh, you do not know the dark-

ness and the desolation when the little

faces are gone—no soft hands to nestle

in your bosom, no little mouths to kiss.

This is the first baby I have held in my
arms since that dreadful time."

# # * * *

There was a hurried step on the stairs.

I hastened from the room, and met my
father, who had come alone to my aid,

unwilling, in his anxiety, to lose any time

in calling assistance.

I caught both his hands in mine, with a

warning gesture.

"Hush, father: Everything is all right.

Go quickly to Mr. Meredith's, and ask

him to come here as quickly as possible.

Tell him that his insane wife has found

her way here, and that she has recovered

her reason."

Through the window I saw lights

burning and figures moving about, in the

house beyond, and still the soul that had
wandered so long, heavy burdened, in a

trackless desert, found peace and solace

in fondling the little child that nestled in

her arms. Our gate clicked for a second

time; there were steps in the hall and on
the stairs. All my senses were strained

to forecast what that meeting would be.

Would she recognize him and give him a

rational greeting. What would her feel-

ing toward him be: kind, resentful or

indifferent?

Did some unseen current from mind to

mind warn her of his approach ? She
ceased to caress the baby, and sat lost

in thought. The memory of forgotten

duties quickened in her brain. Then she

kissed the child and gave her to me, and
rose to her feet with a new purpose.

"I have been neglecting my husband,"

she said. "He has suffered as well as I.

He has not given up to it, but it hurt all

the deeper. And he has been so good, so

patient with me. Oh, I have been selfish.

In my trouble I have forgotten him."

In that moment the weight of sorrow

that bowed him down seemed to be lifted
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from the man who stood in the doorway
and heard these words. The patient,

single-hearted devotion of years had

found its reward. John Meredith took

the frail little woman in his arms.

"My darling, I am here," he said.

* * * *

The uneasy spirit that had haunted the

old house had found rest.

Flora Haines Loughead.

Copyrighted, 1893.

A SAILOR'S STORY.
Four years ago (writes an American

sailor) I left the port of Boston, the mas-

ter of a fine ship, bound for China. I

was worth ten thousand dollars, and was

the husband of a young and handsome
wife, whom I had married but six

months. When I left her, I promised to

return in less than a twelvemonth. I

took all my money with me save enough

to support my wife in my absence, for

the purpose of trading in China, on my
own account. For a long time we were

favored with prosperous winds; but when
in the China seas a terrible storm came
upon us, so that in a short time I saw the

vessel must be lost, for we were drifting

uQHJhe rocks of an unknown shore. I

behind her ears, on each side of a small,

shining coil on the back of her head,

stood at an old fashioned stove, leaning

over, and looking in at a pan of biscuits

that were baking in the oven.

"Oh, Aaron, you've come have you?"

she said glancing round as her brother

entered. 'I'll git supper right on then

—it's all ready—'an I guess you're hun-

gry."

'Where's mother?" asked Aaron be-

tween the handfuls of water he was
dashing on his face.

"She's down to the milk house, but I

guess she'll be here the time it's all up."

"Hester home yet ?"

"Yes, she came right after school."

She picked up a woolen holder and
took the pan of biscuits out of the oven,

placing it carefully on the stove hearth,

then went over near her brother.

"I guess Hetty won't feel much like

comin' down to supper," she said signi-

ficantly, and in a low tone glancing

was two years from the time I left

America that I landed in Boston. I was
walking in a hurried manner up one of

its streets, when I met my brother-in-law.

He could not speak nor move, but he
grasped my hand, and the tears gushed
from his eyes.

"Is my wife alive?" I asked. He said

nothing. Then I wished that I had per-

ished with my ship, for I thought my
wife was dead, but he very soon sad:
"She is alive." Then it was my turn to

cry for joy. He clung to me and said:

"Your funeral sermon has been preached,

for we have thought you dead for a long

time." He said that my wife was living

in our little cottage in the interior of the

State. It was then three o'clock in the

afternoon, and I took a train that would
carry me within twenty-five miles of my
wife. Upon leaving the cars I hired a boy,

though it was night, to drive me home.
It was about five o'clock in the morn-

ing when that sweet little cottage of

mine appeared in sight. It was a warm,
moonlight night, and I remember how
like heaven it looked to me. I got out

of the carriage and went to the window
of the room where the servant girl slept

and gently knocked. She opened the
.uuu UlCdK.

The old man's face reddened. "I
guess she won't cry any more on their
'count," he said slowly after a pause.
"I'll settle this thing so't they wont
want to bring up the subject many more
times. Hester's ben pestered long
'nough. I ain't goin' to have it any
longer."

"Thank the Lord if you've got grit
'nough to speak, Aaron, you've been
under her thumb long 'nough, seems to
me. If you're ever goin' to stan' up for
your rights, now's the time—they're
wearin' Hetty out body and soul over
that good for nothin' Nate Basset. Laud!
anyone'd think the way they talk he was
some great fellow on wheels."

"I aint under her thumb an' never
have been," returned her brother, hasti-
ly, replying to the first of her remarks
with warmth. "If 'twas my policy to jaw
all the time I could have the house in a
continual uproar. Because I let things,
pass sometimes rather'n have a row here:
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She is now the happy wife of a poor

man. I am endeavoring to accumulate a

little property, and then I will leave the

sea forever. Y. M.

FRESH STARTS.
The wish to begin again is one of those

longings that are so universally common
to the human race, and are felt so very

early in the course of each man's experi-

ence, that we call them native impulses,

or instincts. As it is human to err, or to

think that we have erred, so is it human
to wish to repair real or fancied errors.

And, like all natural impulses, the desire

to start afresh may, under certain circum-

stances—such as the suffering produced

by misconduct, or the higher tone of

mind produced by education, by the dis-

cipline of study, and by conversation

with noble natures—rise and swell into a

passionate, irresistible longing. In the

domain of politics—that is to say, when

this impulse acts upon men aggregated

in society— it is called the revolutionary

or reforming spirit. In the domain of

ethics, when it acts upon men severally,

it is called the spirit of self-improve-

ment. And in either case, it is one

of the most valuable stimulants and

restoratives that human nature exhibits.

The nation or the man that does not

feel this desire must either be in a mor-

bid state of self-satisfaction, or in the

exhaustion of despair. So long as there

is a healthful energy, whether of con-

science or of hope, there must be a de-

sire to begin again. And however often

we begin amiss, hope is ever whispering

to us that it is never too late to mend;
that if the past is irreparable the present

is our own; and that a remedy for all our

ills is a fresh start. It was this inspira-

tion that induced Polycrates to throw his

ring into the sea; that made Ahab go
softly; that drove Buddha to leave his

father's house; that made Augustine

abandon his work among the Manichees

of Carthage. Indeed, the whole life of

the human race has been, like the lives

of some of its most conspicuous mem-
bers one continuous series of struggles

after better beginnings. And the popu-

larity of such doctrines as that of

metempsychosis and of purgatory shows
the natural unwillingness of mankind to

contemplate the impossibility of a re-

commencement, and its feverish desire to

regard even death itself as nothing more
than a fresh start.

MOONLIGHT AT SALTAIR.

Night; and the solemn inland sea

Touched by the moon's white spell;

Night—and the waves' soft minstrelsy

Set to a cadenced swell.

Night, and the legend star-poems sweet

Printing the sky's enameled sheet

In epic and rondel.

Breaking the tide-stretch sweeping far—

(Dark in its silvered rim—)

Tower the peaks of the island-bar

Purple and soft and dim.

Near on the shore the marbled peaks

Of the Oquirrhs rise to the light that seeks

Each hollow and crevice slim.

Scene that rivals the pictures fair

Of places of perfect fame!

Seas that the southern sun makes rare;

Lands that his first rays claim;

—

These and the peerless dreams that live

In visions that painters and poets give

Wrought in a single frame!

Josephine Spencer,

Near, on the shore, the salt-beds gleam

—

Like drifts—on the purple plain

The flooded ponds of its levels seem
Like patches of frozen rain.

And the pallid pools of the salt-marsh show,

Like opals there, with the moon's white glow

And their delicate alkine stain.

Out on the waves the graceful walls

Of the Moorish palace stand;

Fair as Aladdin's fabled halls

—

Wraught by a wizard hand;

The fairy curve of its crescent, set

With jewelled lights—like the coronet

Of some princess of orient land.



HESTER.
THE STORY OF AN INTERPOSITION.

The sun had just set behind the tall

peaks that enclosed the little village of

Crawford.

It was harvest time, and men had

been busy all day in the fields that envi-

roned the scattered houses in the valley,

mowing and threshing the acres of yel-

low grain, whose wealth declared the old

story of reward for incessant watchful-

ness, and toil and care. As the yellow

edge of the sun sank below the blue

peaks in the west, Aaron Druce unhitched

his horses from the huge machine which

had rendered him service with unflag-

ging energy through the day, and

drove them across the stretch of stub-

ble field to the barn, which stood at

the lower end of his peach orchard.

After attending to their needs he went

up through a narrow path winding

amongst the peach trees to the little

cottage he called home.

The back door stood open, and he

entered, going straight to the sink in the

corner, and laving his hands and face in

the tin wash basin that stood ready. A
short, and stoop shouldered woman, with

bunches of white curls arranged carefully

behind her ears, on each side of a small,

shining coil on the back of her head,

stood at an old fashioned stove, leaning

over, and looking in at a pan of biscuits

that were baking in the oven.

"Oh, Aaron, you've come have you?"

she said glancing round as her brother

entered. "I'll git supper right on then

—it's all ready—'an I guess you're hun-

gry."

'Where's mother?" asked Aaron be-

tween the handfuls of water he was

dashing on his face.

"She's down to the milk house, but I

guess she'll be here the time it's all up."

"Hester home yet ?"

"Yes, she came right after school."

She picked up a woolen holder and

took the pan of biscuits out of the oven,

placing it carefully on the stove hearth,

then went over near her brother.

"I guess Hetty won't feel much like

comin' down to supper," she said signi-

ficantly, and in a low tone glancing

cautiously at the door of an inner room
as she spoke.

"What's the matter— 's she sick?"

asked her brother, pausing in his task of
drying his large jointed hands on the

crash towel behind the door.

"No," returned his sister speaking in

a still lower tone; "they've been havin*

a fuss."

"What's up now?" asked Aaron, a
troubled expression coming into his face.

"The same old story. That Nathan
Basset again. It commenced with Sophy
askin' her what he'd stopped comin' here
for—an' scoldin' her for treatin' him so
cool; an' then Liddy she joined in and
took sides with her mother; an' Hetty
just couldn't stan' it any longer. She gin

'em both a few truths I can tell you—

I

never thought it was in her to stan' up so
—then she just left 'em an' went up
stairs."

" 'S she up there now?"
"Yes; she ain't been down sence. I

guess she's been cryin'. I went up a
little while ago—an' she didn't want to
let me in. I heard her sobbin' when I

went up though 's if her heart ud break."
The old man's face reddened. "I

guess she won't cry any more on their

'count," he said slowly after a pause.
"I'll settle this thing so't they wont
want to bring up the subject many more
times. Hester's ben pestered long
'nough. I ain't goin' to have it any
longer."

"Thank the Lord if you've got grit

'nough to speak, Aaron, you've been
under her thumb long 'nough, seems to-

me. If you're ever goin' to stan' up for

your rights, now's the time—they're
wearin' Hetty out body and soul over
that good for nothin' Nate Basset. Laud?
anyone'd think the way they talk he was
some great fellow on wheels."

"I aint under her thumb an' never
have been," returned her brother, hasti-

ly, replying to the first of her remarks
with warmth. "If 'twas my policy to jaw
all the time I could have the house in a
continual uproar. Because I let things
pass sometimes rather'n have a row here
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all the time, you've got'n idea she rules.

She don't think so though; she knows

she can go just so far, an' when I want

to have my say, I have it."

His sister made no reply, and none

was needed. It was a fiction kept up by

both of them at times that the system of

petty tyranny indulged in by Aaron's

wife was an affair of simple tolerance

and acquiescence upon each of their re-

spective parts. In moments of mutual

suffering and indignation, however, they

either accused or sympathized with each

other, and as both these placable and

peaceable natures had been forced

through many years' experience, to agree

upon the hopelessness of combatting the

dominant will in the house, it was more
frequently the latter. It was the com-

mon case of the finer but weaker natures

being driven to the wall by a coarse but

determined character.

By the time Aaron had dried his hands,

his wife came into the room, a strainer

and milk pail in her hands. She was a

fleshy woman of little more than medi-

um height, with square features, a slight-

ly aquiline nose, small, dark-blue eyes

rather deeply set under her straight

brows, and a quantity of glossy blue-

black hair wound in a large loose coil

low in her neck. She walked with short,

quick steps, and though her shoulders

were straight and upright, carried her head

bent low over on the short, fleshy neck.

It was a constant habit with her and gave

her the appearance of being on the alert

for something she might find on the

ground.

After straining the milk into a bowl,

she helped to put supper on the table

which was spread in a small middle

room opening from the kitchen. The
three took their seats silently at the

board, and presently upon Mrs. Druce's

calling out rather sharply, "Liddy!" a

fleshy young women of about twenty-

four years of age, and strongly resem-

bling her mother came leisurely out of

the front sitting-room, carrying a year

old child in one arm, and a novel in the

disengaged hand. She placed the book,

spread open at the place of reading upon

the sewing machine, as she came into

the room, and sat down with her baby at

the table.

"Where's Freddy and Ellie?" she ask-

ed, unconcernedly, helping herself to

a potato and making awkward attempts

to peel it—a task made c ifficult by the

frantic manccuvers of the child in her

arms to obtain possession of it

"They were out in the orchard the

last I saw 'em," returned her mother a

little shortly.

Liddy showed no further interest in

her children's absence, and Aaron's
sister rose from the table and went to

the back door, calling the children in a

high, weak voice. They came rushing

in presently, taking their places boister-

ously at the table.

"Fere's Aunt Hetty?" piped the

younger, a boy of three years, with clear,

tinted complexion, and pretty, dark blue

eyes.

"Her ladyship's up stairs," his mother
answered with a tone of affected sweet-

ness; ''sombody's took too much liberty

with her highness and she's sulkin' it

out."

"There—that'll do," said her father

turning on his eldest daughter sharply,

"you ought to know better'n to talk that

way 'bout your sister—specially to the

children. I don't want to hear any more
of it."

His daughter made no reply but

glanced up significantly at her mother,

then proceeded with her supper, an arti-

ficially sarcastic and injured smile fixed

on her lips. Her mother did not need

the challenge to incite her to a resent-

ment of her husband's interference.

"You're terrible 'fraid Hester'll be

hurt," she commented, sarcastically;

then, without waiting for a reply— "Ellie

—go up stairs and tell your Aunt Hester

to come to her supper."

The child went to a door which opened
from the room onto a narrow, winding

staircase, and darted up the short flight

to an upper landing. They could hear

her knock vainly and call out her mes-
sage—then she came back.

"She says she don't want any—and
not to wait," said the child; climbing into

her high chair again with hungry alacrity.
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"It's a shame for her to go without her

supper," said Aaron, half rising from the

table—and with a look towards the stair-

case.

"You better let her alone," his wife

interrupted sharply; "she knows her own
mind better'n any one else—an' when it's

made up, they can't any one move it."

Mrs. Druce had that keen perception,

and absolute intolerance for any sugges-

tion of determination in another's char-

acter—though totally unaware of her

own exaggerated failing in this regard;

two traits seemingly inseparable in peo-

ple of "heady" temperaments.

Her husband settled back in his chair

—

as much it must be said from an apprecia-

tion of Hester's sensitive feeling, as from

his usual habit of defering to his wife's

will.
m

The meal proceeded in silence—broken

only by the frequent and clamorously

expressed wants of the children. After

supper was over, Aaron's wife and sister

cleared the table and washed the dishes,

and Liddy, after putting her children in

bed walked down to the ward meeting

house, to attend the Mutual Improve-

ment Association. Whether the im-

provement there furnished, or the atten-

tion of the young men represented the

chief motive of Liddy's devoted atten-

dance at the weekly meetings was a

matter of some doubt—her love of at-

tention and admiration having been al-

ways hitherto more predominant than

her interest in pursuits of an intellectual

nature.

Liddy's experience so far in regard to

matters of a tender nature, however, had

been unfortunate enough, seemingly, to

have spoiled any desire for their further

experiment.

Always somewhat headstrong, she had

married at seventeen against her father's

wishes, though with her mother's ap-

proval — a man of brutal and vicious

propensities, traits which had been exhib-

ited during the seven years of their mar-

riage, in a daily nourished habit of

indulgence of strong drink, and the

brutal treatment of his young wife—

a

habit which had resulted finally in her

obtaining a divorce,and coming home with

her children to her father's home.
Though she was now somewhat matured
and sobered by her trouble and experi-

ence, the old love of society and
attention was still predominant,and as she

had a certain sort of buxom prettiness

and vivacity, there were many of both

the elder and younger beaux in the vil-

lage who found pleasure in courting her

society. A more unfortunate result of

her experience perhaps was a habit of

fretfully bewailing the years of her mar-

ried life—the chief regret for them seem-

ing to lie in the fact that during their

period she might have been having lots

of beaux and attention; and also the feel-

ing of an unreasonable animosity towards

those whose lots were, or promised to be,

more fortunate than her own.

Her younger sister, whose more spirit-

ual nature rendered her something of an

enigma to her own uncultured and
somewhat narrow mind, was a constant

source of irritation to her—Hester's pre-

dominant traits of sensitiveness and
reserve figuring in her unsympathetic

vision as "airs" assumed from motives of

pride and self-esteem.

The superior education which Hester

had attained by dint of hard and unflag-

ging toil and perseverance was a strong

link in the chain of grievances which she

held half unconsciously against her—and

recently her sister's management of her

love affairs—which might have seemed of

too strictly personal and private a nature

to have been counted in the score, she

had taken as an evidence of simple super-

ciliousness—her indifference to the prof-

fered attentions of the young men in the

place being considered as sufficient proof

of her "feeling herself above them." It

was principally this feeling of unreasona-

ble jealousy and resentment which caused

her to abet her mother's efforts in seek-

ing to influence Hester in regard to Nate

Basset, the last on the long list of young

men who had plied a vain suit for Hester's

hand.

"Nate's as good as the majority of men
in the world," she declared with the

assumption of wisdom resulting from her

own experience, "an' if he ain't quite

perfect, it's no worse for her to take
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her chances than the rest of us. I guess

we've all got to have our share of trouble

in this world—I've had mine—and it's no

use tryin' to shirk it."

Nate Basset had been paying attention

to Hester about six months since, though

with but little encouragement from the

girl—a certain set stubbornness in his

nature making him purposely ignore the

evidences of her indifference to his atten-

tions. Besides the natural bent in his

nature to down defeat and opposition,

was the added desire in this case to be-

come a victor in the race where many
had failed before him.

After the news came of the death of

Kane Hillstead, to whom Hester had

been affianced, there had been a half

score of young fellows in the village eager

to win his place in the young girl's favor,

and her unshaken indifference to the suit

of each successive aspirant for her hand

had resulted at last in a settled belief and

acquiescence in her being invulnerable to

any attentions of a tender nature, and

any new competitor appearing on the

field was the signal for an amused watch

of the affair and its inevitable conclusion.

Consequently when Nate Basset took

up the race, the half dozen young fellows

who had been through the experience,

had joked their comrade unmercifully

upon his hopeless temerity, wagering im-

possible sums upon the probabilities of

his "getting left;" and Nate with the

added incentive of "fooling them fellers

a time," as he mentally expressed it, and

walking off with the prize for which his

friends had unsuccessfully competed, to

spur him on, went into the race with

every force of his nature braced to achieve

victory.

He had visited the house quite often,

and frequently accompanied Hester to

and from the meetings and entertain-

ments during the previous spring and

summer, and the village people had

almost reached the conclusion that the

young girl would accept him. Of late,

however, his visits and attentions had

suddenly ceased, and the conclusion that

the cause lay in the fact that Hester had

rejected him—an event so opposite to the

expressed hopes of her mother and sister

had been the occasion of the domestic

quarrel during the day. Hester's father

had been opposed to Nate from the first

—a knowledge of some of Nate's unlov-

able and arrogant traits having been

forced on his notice through his associa-

tion with him in work connected with the

lumber mill—an establishment in which

Nate had a partnership. This dislike for

him and the added incentive of his par-

tiality for Hester had determined him to

make a stand at once in behalf of his

younger daughter's future peace. An
opportunity occurred when the work was

finished after the evening meal. His

sister Eunice went upstairs to Hester's

room, and Mrs. Druce taking some of

the children's waists from the basket

drew her chair up to the door, sitting

down to mend them by the fading light.

Aaron sat on the doorstep—the weekly
newspaper for which he subscribed spread

out upon his knees. His wife sat in

silence, and Aaron while seemingly in-

tent upon his reading, shifted the paper

uneasily in his hands. He was anxious

to free his mind from the task in hand,

but dreaded to open the discussion, his

knowledge of his wife's aptness at argu-

ment daunting him as it had often done
before from precipitating a discussion.

He folded up his paper carefully at

length, however, and turning towards her

made a bold plunge at the subject.

"I dunno what you're so bent on pest-

erin' Hetty 'bout that Nate Basset for,,

when you know jest how she's set against

him," he said.

"I'd like you to tell me the one she

aint bin set against since that Kane Hill-

stead went away," returned his wife

aggressively. "She aint treated anybody
with common decency that's come to the

house in the last cwo years that I remem-
ber."

Her husband had no reply for this, and
she went on.

"It's all nothin' but tomfoolery this

idea she aint ever goin' to take up with

any one, cause she had her notion set on
someone else. There's as good men
livin' in the world as Kane Hillstead ever

was—an* some of 'em a heap sight

likelier."
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"I guess you might as well let Kane
Hillstead alone now, mother. He's dead

an' gone, an' there's nothin' to be made
out of harpin' on him like you used

to," said her husband.

"He might as well be alive, as far as

that's concerned," his wife answered,

"an* better, too, long as she's so stub-

born. She'd better have married him
than lived an old maid—an' I guess that's

how it'll end."

"You never talked that way much
when he was alive, mother, if you had,

things would a bin different."

"I guess my say wouldn't a kep' him
alive if 'twas his time to die," retorted his

wife scornfully. "I guess if it had bin

right for her to marry him, he wouldn't a

met with such a fate."

"Well, if the Lord did have a nan' in

it, it shows we don't need to meddle in

things like that at all," he answered

meaningly." I guess the Lord has a han'

in the makin' as well as the marrin' of

matches—an' all we've got to do is to

keep quiet an' let Him bring 'em round

to suit His will."

"Yes, that's just your style 'bout most
things; but if you think I'm goin' to set

round an' see the girl mopin' and mourn-
in' her life away for a crazy whim, you're

mighty mistaken.

"

"I don't see where the mopin' comes
in," returned her husband, "Hetty don't

spend an idle minnit that I know of—
when she aint teachin' she's round at the

neighbors helpin' some way or other.

The professor up to the academy says

she does more good than any other ten

women in the county, an' old Dr. Haight

says her nursin's saved more lives than

all his medicine."

"Yes, an' I s'pose you'd be content to

have her spend her life teachin' and
nursin' an' carin

!

for everybody's child-

ren 'stid of her own. That's your notion

of a woman's sphere, I s'pose."

"See here, Sophy," said her husband
turning on her abruptly, "I guess it's a

better kind of sphere to be doin' good to

others than to have what soul an' intellect

there is in her stunted and crushed out

by a man like Nate Basset. He aint no

more a mate for her than a cactus is for a

violet. The Lord has need of all the good
He can find in the work of helpin' an'

savin' the world, and it aint for us to set

up to deprive Him of the help of any

kind of energy by makin' out that it

don't happen to run through the right

channel."

"Sho," said his wife scornfully, "you'd

make a good women's rights lecturer

—

you'd better go on the stump, an' travel

'round the country tellin' women they

aint to be any more marryin' or givin' in

marriage—cause the Lord's got better

work for 'em to do."

"I aint got a word against marriage,

Sophy," said her husband, ignoring her

aggressive tone. "It's an institution

designed by the Lord Himself for the

good an' happiness of His children, an'

as long as it brings good an' happiness,

or even good without happiness—as far

as that's concerned, I aint got a word to

say. There aint anything to compare

with it—provided a woman's got the

right help-mate. If she aint—I say she'd

better live alone an' be willin' to make
the most of the gifts and talents the

Lord's happened to bless her with. As
far as Hetty's concerned—as long as

she's contented, an' doin' a good work
in her school an' other ways— we
might as well let her alone. I guess the

Lord' 11 take note of her good deeds an'

works, an' reward her for 'em, even if

she don't ever get married. As far's I'm

concerned, I'd rather she'd stay alone

forever than live a life like Liddy."

To his surprise, his wife had no argu-

ment ready for his remarks, and profit-

ing by the opportunity offered of having

the final word in the discussion, Aaron
rose and went up stairs to bed.

It was five o'clock when Aaron ate

breakfast and went to the fields the next

morning, and as Hester was busy cor-

recting the school exercises left over

from yesterday he did not see her until

supper time.

Always unconsciously partial for his

delicate younger daughter he had a half

tender yearning to demonstrate his sym-
pathy for her trialjof yesterday.

She was in the little front sitting-room
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when he came home—busy again with

the day's batch of exercises—and he

went in to speak to her after washing his

hands and face.

She was leaning over the table intent

upon her work, and he went and laid his

hand upon her head, gently stroking her

hair. "Come, Hetty — daughter," he

said, "supper's on the table, come out

an' eat." It was a little thing this ges-

ture, considered as an expression of affec-

tion—but with these undemonstrative

people the act meant as much as an effu-

sive caress. "All right, father," the girl

answered simply, and laying aside her

work followed him into the next room.

She was a somewhat delicate looking

girl, of slender build—her slight figure

making her appear tall—though in reality

of but medium height. She had her

mother's abundance of black hair, and

her father's clear, light gray eyes and
fair complexion, a combination whose
result was a beauty rare enough in itself

and accentuated by an expressive and
rather spiritual cast of countenance.

The chill resulting from yesterday's

altercation between the different mem-
bers of the household had not yet worn
off, and the feeling showed itself in a

general silence while at the board

—

broken only by the conversation ad-

dressed by Liddy to her mother in dis-

tinct ignoring of the alien side of the

house. After the meal, Hester, whose

school and other duties absolved her

from the household work, went into the

front room to finish the correction of the

exercises, and when the task was done

she put on her hat and went for a walk

over the hillside to the house of a neigh-

bor; one of the pupils who had been

ailing the day before had not appeared

at school today and she wished to go and

inquire about her.

The sun had set, leaving a luminous

afterglow of rose pink in the sky, and the

purple shadows creeping up from behind

the eastern mountains, produced an ef-

fect beautiful enough for the wonders of

an afterworld. She staid some time at

the bedside of the child, and when she

started home the stars were in the sky.

The long walk through the quiet and

lonely fields had a peaceful and quieting

effect upon her nerves— strained and
overwrought from the emotional occur-

rence of yesterday. She was in that im-

pressionable and subdued mood which

follows the reaction from a violent or

unnatural outburst of emotion, and the

experience in her case was accompanied

by a self-reproach and half remorse for

the scene which had occurred between

herself and her mother yesterday.

The constant wrangling and ill feeling

were a source of constant distress and

pain to her, and she usually chose, like

her father, to "let things pass," rather

than take part in keeping up the frequent

altercations. The event yesterday had

been an unusual one, Liddy's taunts and

exasperating interference having moved
her out of her accustomed self-control.

Now that it was over she reproached

herself morbidly for her want of forbear-

ance. Not that she felt herself wrong in

resisting the purpose towards which their

efforts had been directed.

Her conviction of right in regard to the

question of her marriage with Nate Bas-

set was too strong to admit of doubt con-

cerning that, but there were certain things

connected with her tenacity of purpose

which she took always to heart when
considering their impatience and intoler-

ance at its display. The thing which

exasperated them most, and which she

knew to them was excusably inexplic-

able, was her devotion to her old lover's

memory. The truth was that she still

held an absolute faith in the possibility of

his return, and the very intangibility of

the one reason upon which her hope was

based, as well as the added improbabil-

ities belonging to the case had always

made her charitable in her judgment of

Liddy's and her mother's impatience,

since neither they nor any other in fact,

could have an understanding of the feel-

ings which governed her own actions.

When news came through the papers

that Kane Hillstead had been killed in

South America by the people amongst

whom he and his young fellow mission-

ary had been sent to preach, the blow

was one which for a time threatened to

deliver the young girl to whom he was
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pledged, also into the arms of death.

Imitating the practices of some of the

more enlightened people of other local-

ities, the Chilians, among whom they

were scjourning, had attacked the two

young missionaries whilst they were

journeying from one of the villages to

another, beating and torturing them in

various ways. According to the story of

young Haight, who was fortunate enough
to escape, Kane had incited their anger

and malice by resisting their blows, and
a number of them had separated from
their companions, taking Kane back

towards the river whence they had come,
leaving Haight in the hands of the rest of

the party. These latter after tormenting

their prisoner for some time, let him go
free, and Haight at once hastened back
in the direction whither the others had
gone with Kane. Reaching the river he
found his friend's hat at its edge, but no
trace of the unhappy young comrade to

whom it belonged. Haight immediately

made his way back to the nearest town,

and gave notice to the authorities, but

though an investigation was made and a

search instituted, no sign of the young
missionary was discovered, and it was
therefore inevitably surmised that he had
been drowned by the natives in the river

—a conviction verified in time by the

months of silence and absence.

Hester and Kane had become engaged
shortly before his departure, and the feel-

ing which bound them together, was
something as deep and loyal as if they

were already united. Of a deeply

religious nature, Hester had struggled

against her grief from the conviction of

her duty, to endeavor to prove herself

under what she thought might be meant
as a trial to her faith and resignation.

With the habit which was the result of

her spiritual nature and training she had
prayed often and fervently for aid, and at

length her absolute dependence and de-

votion were rewarded. It was nothing in

the way of a visible or tangible manifes-

tation, but together with the absolute

sense of comfort and help which she re-

ceived, was mingled also the positive

impression that she would once more
behold Kane Hillstead alive—an impres-

sion which came to her with almost the

foice and conviction of a spoken promise.

She had taken up her round of duties

with much the same feeling of waiting,

and expectation as when Kane had set

forth, and though the months had length-

ened into two years, she still experienced

in spite of the thousand suggested

improbabilities, an unshaken belief in the

fulfillment of the presage which had

answered her prayers. She did not tell

any one of this. It seemed to her too dear

and sacred an experience to admit of

human confidence. She simply waited

on trusting in some miraculous way, per-

haps, to see her hope fulfilled.

She walked slowly homeward now,

thinking it all over, and comforted and

calmed in spite of her recent experience,

by the quiet influence of the starlit night.

As she reached the top of the hill

leading to her home, a man stepped out

from the shadow of a tree—and stood di-

rectly in her path.

The sudden appearance startled her in

a way, though it did not frighten her

—

the face and figure being familiar.

The man before her was tall and heavy

set, of about twenty-six years of age, with

light blue eyes, blonde hair and mus-
tache and slightly florid complexion—

a

physique dimly discernible in the dark-

ness.

"Why Nate!" Hester said, stopping

involuntarily, "you startled me."
"I s'pose I did," he said with a half

desperate tone, "I s'pose you think me
a fool for comin' here—but I can't help

it—I've watched here every night since

—

—since then—just for the sake of gettin'

a glimpse of you. I know I'm a fool

—

but I can't help it—I can't live without

seein' you."

Hester stood silent, a little startled and
upset by his outburst. He stepped for-

ward and placed his hand on her arm.

She drew back.

"Don't Nate," she said half-falteringly

—don't talk like that—it aint right."

"I s'pose not," he said bitterly, "I aint

done anything right since you throwed

me off—a man that suffers like I have

don't know"—he paused faltering—then

dropped suddenly on his knees on the
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grass— "Hester," he said chokingly

—

"can't you give me something to live for?

If you don't take pity on me, my life's

spoilt, that's all. 'I can't"—he paused,

then broke down sobbing silently. Hes-

ter stood white and trembling.

It was so different from the self-suffi-

cient and arrogant man she had known
hitherto, that it seemed like some
unfamiliar and different being.

A month ago he had asked her to

marry him, and she remembered with

something like a shudder his insolent and
angry resentment at her refusal.

Now his strange humility and suffering

filled her with pity. The self-condemna-

tion which she had been nursing in her

present mood made her look at her con-

duct, her unpitying rejection of his atten-

tions and offer, as something hard and
cruel.

There was evidence of something finer

in the man's nature than she had dreamed
—perhaps she had wronged him by her

uncharitable judgment and dislike. In

her sudden rush of pity she leaned down
and placed her hand on his head.

"Don't Nate"—she whispered. "Don't
act like this"—he reached up and seized

her hand.

"Then give me something to live for,"

he entreated. "I know I ain't good
enough for you—but I can give you a

home Hester, an' I swear I'll try to make
you happy."

Home! It was a strange plea to make
just now—but the word had a dangerous-

ly alluring sound to Hester in her present

mood. A place free from the domi-

nation ol repellant wills, of her mother's

fault finding and ceaseless scolding, from

Liddy's petty jealousies and irritating in-

terferences—how dear it seemed. After

all, what was this hope which had kept

her loyal to Kane's memory? Might not,

indeed, the strange impression have been

the result of her own personal desires

and secretly cherished hopes? Two
years had passed—she had waited pa-

tiently to witness the miracle of his re-

turn, and it had not come. Meanwhile

here was one whom it had been given

her to sustain and aid, if not to redeem,

the very mission and purpose, perhaps

to which these seemingly useless trials

and sufferings had led Her own feelings

seemed to have changed suddenly and

strangely—there was something in his

vehemence which dazed and unsteadied

her; his influence, in her weak, impres-

sionable mood, was like a fierce breeze

—

sweeping her from her feet—and under

its spell and the impulse of her pity she

spoke the words for which he pleaded.

Hester said nothing of her engagement

to her family, but as Nate's visits to the

house re-commenced and Hester accepted

unhesitatingly of his many public atten-

tions they were not slow in coming to the

right conclusion. Nate himself was not

careful in keeping secret his good for-

tune. It was a sufficient sign of the

hopeless coarseness of his nature that he

could boast to the crowd of boon com-

rades with whom he was familiar, of the

victory he had won, after his scene with

the girl whose pure conscience had been

reached only by his abject humiliation on

that night.

The display of feeling which he had

made, and which to Hester had been

something like a light breaking through

the darkness of her mistrust, was to his

own secret consciousness a sore and hu-

miliating memory which he would have

given much to efface.

Though sincere in his passion for Hes-

ter, the thought of the position to which

her firmness—or obstinacy, as he mentally

termed it, had brought him, filled him

with a half unconscious but rankling re-

sentment, which in other circumstances

he would have vented in an effort to re-

venge himself. Whether that inborn

propensity might lead to developments

at a future time when the novelty of his

love and the elation at his victory should

have worn off remained to be seen.

Spring had opened and the date for

Hester's marriage was rapidly approach-

ing. The school engagement had given

her an excuse for not consenting to a

speedy wedding, and Nate had spent the

winter in putting up a cottage which was

to be ready when school closed.

Discussion in the village was divided
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between the themes of the approaching

wedding and the probability of a spring

flood which might ensue from the heavy

fall of snow in the mountains during the

winter. Ten years ago there had been a

flood in the valley resulting from a like

cause—when the heavy drifts had been

piled up in the gorges and crevices as

they were now, and there was therefore

some reason for the fear that was felt for

the coming April thaws.

The canyon stream which flowed near

the village, hitherto unduly dignified by

its title of Crawford "River," was now
justifying the appellation by an unpre-

cedented flow of water, which dashed

through its steeper banks like a torrent,

and spread out to a considerable degree

on the lower levels. Nearly all the

people in the village had made a visit to

its banks, the unusual flow making some-
thing of a sensation for the quiet town.

Hester's school duties had so far kept

her closely confined, but she had prom-
ised today to take Liddy's children to see

the much talked of river—an injunction

having been placed on their venturing

near it alone.

After school she took the two children

and walked up nearly to the mouth of

the canyon, where a bridge had been
placed for the convenience of foot travel-

ers, and went out onto it—watching the

swollen and muddy waters of the stream

dash and surge in its narrow channel.

When the children had satisfied their

wondering curiosity, engendered by the

rather exaggerated reports of the older

people who had described it at home,
Hester sent them home with BetaYorgen-
son, one of the neighbor's children who
had attached herself to the party, and
went on up the stream to the saw mill,

where her father was at work getting

everything in readiness for the season's

labor. Reaching the place she saw a

horse hitched near the door, which she

recognized as Nate Basset's. She paused

involuntarily. She was tired and over-

wrought from her day's work, and in her

present mood felt almost a recurrence of

the old revulsion she once felt at his pres-

ence. One of the workmen was outside

the barn-like structure, piling slabs

against the wall, and recognizing her,

told her that her father had gone down
to the village. She was almost glad at

the information, as it made unnecessary

her going inside where she would be sure

to meet Nate. She turned and walked

hastily back, glad when the bend in the

canyon hid hei from view of the mill.

As she crossed the little bridge she

stopped and leaned over the rail, again

watching the turbulent stream whirl and
bubble below. There were clouds in the

sky, and their gray shadow accentuated

the forbidding aspect of the waters. There

was an almost mesmeric spell in the swift

motion of the stream, and she stood and

gazed at it fixedly, unconscious of any-

thing beyond the heavy curl of the water

round the bend. Thoughts which she

had forbidden herself rigorously during

the past winter came back to her now as

irresistibly as the flow of the current.

The thought that it was for the last

time that these memories which had been

for such a long time the best and most
real part o( her existence, could belong

to her life—came to her as a sort of ex-

cuse for the sanction of her will to their

indulgence.

Her dependence on those long cher-

ished hopes had been the last thing re-

moved from sentimentality, and few peo-

ple seeing the reliant and courageous

taking up of her life's tasks could have

guessed the strange fancies or realities in

which she found comfort.

The chief redeeming point for her

absorption and devotion, was that the

man to whom it was directed was worthy.

It was one of these fine personalities

which attract men and women alike,

fine, sensitive, sympathetic and expressed

with a frank impulsiveness that operated

like an electric current with the people

who experienced its influence. Mrs.

Druce's opposition and dislike were the

result principally of her negative pole of

character—the two repelling each other

like the opposite forces of a battery.

Hester was not living overall these years

of trial and opposition now—it was the

dearer memories which she had clung to

afterwards, and which had made her

life bearable to the extent, at least, of
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letting her live on, that she realized now.

Since she had been engaged to Nate, the

crowding out of the familiar thoughts

and memories had been like the banish-

ing of an actual presence, and her mar-

riage with Nate the eternal farewell to

the man she alone had loved. As the

thought came to her now with its full

significance, a quick shudder passed

over her frame, and her grasp tightened

convulsively on the narrow rail of the

bridge. The swift water at which she

gazed was whirling more tumultuously

now, and a sudden spurt of water round

the curve sent the water up over the

edge of the bridge where she stood.

She noticed that the clouds had closed

down, and a heavy wind was sounding in

the canyon presaging the quick storm,

whose evidences had increased suddenly

as she stood there. She looked about

half wonderingly, and turned to go.

As she did so, a second burst of water

dashed over the bridge, wetting her to

the knees. She looked up the stream a

little startled. The current had increased

suddenly in velocity and volume, and
the water was overflowing the banks in

places and widening out in all directions.

It commenced now to come in a steady

stream over the bridge, and Hester with

a little cry turned hastily toward the

bank. The stream had flowed out

around the bridge, making a wide pool

at its edge, and Hester hesitated a mom-
ent hardly knowing what to do. It had

all happened with such strange sudden-

ness she did not realize any sense of

danger. The stream was beginning to

look very ugly now with its steadily

increasing current and spreading waters,

and she began to sense something of the

peril of her situation. The wind in the

canyon, too, which sounded at first afar

off, seemed very close at hand, and
its strange steady murmur filled Hester

with a sudden tremor of fear. She
went to the end of the bridge, determined

to wade the widening pond of water at

its edge. Before she could do so, a

great surge of water swept over and

around the high rocks at the bend. It

shook the bridge for a moment like a

leaf, and the next instant the end on

which she stood swung round into the

stream. There was a moment's swaying

to and fro, a sudden rush of deep en-

gulfing waters, and the bridge wrenched

from its fastenings whirled down the

flood.

Nate Basset was the first of the men
employed at the mill to reach the hill-

slope leading out of the canyon. There

had been a cloud burst a mile above and

the men had had time to climb the moun-

tains, warned by the roar of the waters

in the canyon. Nate who was the only

one that had a horse, had attempted

to reach the village to warn the people,

not knowing how serious the flood might

prove to be. He came in sight of the

bridge in time to see it whirled away
by the waters.

He saw Hester on the bridge, and en-

dowed with a certain reckless courage by

the spirits he had imbibed with the men
at the mill, headed his horse into the

flood, whose swollen waters now spread

to a considerable extent over the banks.

It was harmless riding through the shal-

low depths flooding the land, but when
he plunged into the bed of the stream

it was distinctly perilous; the swift

current swept him directly towards

the bridge, however, and with a quick

motion he caught the end which was

fastened between two great boulders,

aiding himself from being swept down
the stream. He was very near Hester,

and a few well-directed efforts would

enable him to reach her and perhaps

bring her safely to land.

She was clinging to the rail—her back

turned towards him anchso had not seen

his approach and efforts to save her. He
called her name now, and she turned

with a glad cry stretching out her arms to

him with a gesture of joy and thankful-

ness. He reached out a hand to grasp

her, keeping his horse's head strained

back out of the water with the other. As
he did so, the sight of a horseman on the

bank opposite arrested his attention. He
was riding from the direction of the vil-

lage, and catching sight of the struggling

group in the water, instantly spurred his

unwilling horse into the stream as Nate

had done. The latter, staring at the new-
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comer, uttered a strange cry. At that

instant the bridge, loosened from its tem-

porary hold, swung slightly outwards,

and Hester, fearing to be swept away,

leaped out into the water, clasping Nate's

outstretched hand. A sudden, inhumanly

evil look came into the man's face. He
snatched his hand from her clasp and
turned his horse's head toward the near

shore.

The heavy current whirled Hester into

the middle of the stream, bearing her on

with tumultuous hurry and rush. She
had one despairing glimpse of the wretch

who had deserted her, battling madly to

reach the shore, then the surging waters

closed over her, blinding, deafening

choking her, and she lost consciousness.

A little while later she roused to find

herself at the edge of a familiar grove of

trees near the wide- spreading stream.

She noticed the leaves on the lower

branches of the cottonwoods sagged by

the heavily falling rain, and wondered
why the drops did not drip on her face.

A strangely familiar voice uttered her

name. Looking up she met the eyes of

Kane Hillstead.

The flood had been confined principally

to the near banks of the stream, and con-

sequently had done no damage save to

the fields that happened to be along their

edge. There had been but one life lost

—that of Nate Basset, who was found

washed up among the willows on the

river bank. This tragic event, together

with Kane Hillstead's miraculous appear-

ance, was enough to keep the little village

in a furore of excitement for many ensu-

ing months.

Kane's story was a strange one. The
barbarous people to whose tender mercies

he was consigned that day, three years

ago, had, as Haight supposed, taken him

back to the river's edge, with the evident

intention, as it seemed to him, of drown-

ing him in its depths. Instead of this,

however, they had built a frail raft of

slim branches, and binding him upon it,

had set him adrift upon the wide and

treacherous current. Miraculously pre-

served through many dangers he had the

next day been observed by the people of

a small camp or village on the banks of

the river, and released from his perilous

position. The fact of finding him bound

had aroused their suspicions, and they

had kept him a close prisoner, though in

other ways treating him with perfect

kindne-s. The population proved to be

a migrating one, and in the journey which

they soon after undertook, through miles

of the unbroken wilds, Kane was com-

pelled to follow, his superior skill and

workmanship which he had evinced in

many ways during his stay making him a

useful and therefore desirable member of

the extremely lazy community.

During the first year of his confine-

ment, he had been able to master the

language of the tribe of which his cap-

tors were a small portion, and had so

been enabled to perform considerable

missionary work; a fact which had help-

ed to reconcile him to his forced exile.

"It needed but one thing to convince

me, besides the other miracles that have

attended my experience;" said Kane as

they sat on the porch one evening after

were married, "that it has all been solely

for the best, and that is the interposition

which has preserved to me a gift which,

next to my religion, I prize dearer than

all things in life."

I.S.

SKETCHES OF OUR PRESIDENTS-

JOHN ADAMS.

John Adams, born at Braintree, now
Quincy, Massachusetts, on October 30th,

1735, descendant of a line of rugged, in-

dependent, New England farmers, and

inheriting many of the qualities that had

enabled his ancestors successfully to fight

alternately the Indians and the elements,

stands out from the pages of American

history in bold relief. As without Wash-
ington, the army could hardly have con-

quered at that time, so without Adams
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it is doubtful whether the Colonies would

then have declared for independence.

Both were men for the crisis, and each

had a great share in bringing about a

state of affairs which has redounded to

the incalculable good of the American

people.

The youth of Adams was as uneventful

as the times would permit, and was
passed in much the same manner as t e

youth of his playmates. Not remarkable

in any way, even in the mind of his father,

the most that was hoped for him was that

he would make a leading man in his

native town. Given his choice of profes-

sion or trade, at first he was inclined to

become a farmer; but on thinking the

matter over, decided that he could not

be satisfied with the unending and un-

eventful labor of that life, and decided to

accept the schooling offered by his father.

At sixteen he entered Harvard and in

four years graduated from that institution

with honor. With his education for his

capital, he then began the struggle for

existence that led him first into school

teaching, then into the law, and finally

into public life. His struggles wearied

him, and at times he grew despondent;

but his firm determination to succeed

carried him in the end far beyond the

goal he had looked to in his early years.

His career really began when he opened
a law office in his native town at the age

of twenty-two. The time in which he

lived favored his rising in this profession;

for the strong-minded people among
whom he lived were fond of "going to

law," and would begin suit on the slight-

est pretext. Any man who did not go
to law at times was considered either a

miser or a pauper. Therefore the young
lawyer began to gather practice. As
soon as he had the opportunity he

demonstrated the possession of a dogged
perseverance that made him a terrible

opponent; and soon he was sent with

cases to Boston, where he gained a good
reputation on account of his ability in

winning them.

His first views of independence were

moulded by the fiery speech ofJames Otis,

when he courageously inveighed against

the writs of assistance. Stirred bv the

able arguments presented, he became a

patriot of the warmest type. That the

speech of Otis made a vivid impression

on him is evidenced by the fact that

nearly three score years afterward he

wrote in impassioned strain, "American
independence was then and there born.

Every man of an immense, crowded
audience appeared to me to go away, as

I did, ready to take arms against writs of

assistance. Then and there was the first

scene of the first act of opposition to the

arbitrary claims of Great Britain."

His first public experience brings the

historian down to the year 1765, when
the Stamp Act was so carelessly and
quietly passed by Parliament; when in an

unexpected manner he was launched

upon that career of usefulness which did

not end until the year 1800. Though he

did not like the extreme acts of the

"Sons of Liberty," who hanged and then

burned the effigy of the stamp distributor,

compelled him to resign and demolished

his house, and who looted the houses of

several other prominent officials, yet he,

too, felt the anger that drove the popu-

lace to such a stern and unrelenting re-

sistance of this nefarious measure. In

his own town of Braintree, taking the

lead of the enraged people, he caused

the calling of a town meeting and pre-

sented to it a draft of instructions to the

town's representative in the Colonial

Court. These were adopted unanimously

and being published, were also adopted

by forty other towns in the province.

The closing of the courts by Chief

Justice Hutchinson because of the eva-

sions of the act, caused stagnation in

business and suffering among the people.

A large meeting was held in Boston,

at which was adopted a memorial to the

governor and council, praying for relief

from this state of affairs. Next day

Adams received notice that he had been

associated with Jeremiah Gridley and

James Otis, for the support of this me-

morial. This honor, quite compliment-

ary because he was a non-resident of

Boston, brought serious thoughts to the

young lawyer; as there was a great

deal of danger in exciting the enmity of

the government, and because he hardly
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believed himself competent to undertake

such a task. However, his hesitation

was for an instant only; and on the next

evening he argued before the governor

and council on a subject never before

raised, with no time to consult authorities

and but a few hours to consider the

merits of the question.

He was the first speaker. Leaving aside

all technical objections to the act, he

delved t3 the root of the matter, and

declared distinctly that Great Britain had

no right to tax the Colonies without their

consent. This doctrine of no right of

taxation without representation, here first

announced, was almost the only unassail-

able contention of the Colonists, and

proved the foundation stone of their

position from that day forward. Of
course, in British ears it was the essence

of treason and rebellion, and its an-

nouncement brought about the head of

Adams a storm of disapproval and de-

nunciation from the royalist faction. But

being perfectly conscious at the time that

his position was tenable, and not being

able afterward to find a flaw in the prin-

ciples he announced, the malicious de-

nunciations had no effect upon him.

By this argument Adams irrevocably

joined himself to the patriotic party, and

was soon recognized as one of the

foremost men in its councils. His pres-

ence therein was appreciated by the party

and deplored by the royalists, who recog-

nized the fact that they had lost a valu-

able person. The attorney-general of

the province, believing, however, that

Adams could be won from this allegiance,

offered him the quite profitable office of

advocate-general in the Admiralty Court,

only to have his offer courteously de-

clined. Again and again the attorney-

general, in his anxiety to enlist Adams
on his own side, renewed the offer; and

again and again was met with a courteous

negative.

The entrance of the British troops into

Boston gave Adams much anxiety. In

his diary he frequently records an appre-

hension that the already impatient popu-

lace would become so enraged at this

added injury that they would do some
extreme act. The presence of the soldiers

was particularly distasteful to himself, as

they would drill nightly within plain sight

of his windows. He declined, however,

to take any part in the demonstrations

against this "invasion," though he was
determined that if the worst came his lot

should be cast with that of his country-

men. The most severe trial of his early

life was brought about through these

hated soldiers. The night of the "Boston

massacre" came, and the whole city was
roused against Captain Preston and his

men. Next morning, while these pas-

sions were still seething and while fiery

denunciations of the soldiers could be

heard on every hand, a private walked
into the office of Adams and offered to

engage him for the defense of the soldiers,

who had them given up to the civil author-

ities for trial. Without an instant's hesi-

tation Adams accepted this retainer,

although he must have known what
would be the consequences of his act.

Why Adams was chosen is still unsettled.

Some say that Governor Hutchinson de-

signed thus to handicap a patriot leader,

and to hold up as a shield his name in

case a pardon should ultimately become
necessary. Others allege that Preston

believed his cause would be safer in the

hands of so distinguished a leader of the

patriots.

In this cause Adams gained a great

moral victory. Not only did he feel no
sympathy with the causes which had led

to the perpetration of this deplorable act,

but he was jeopardizing a reputation, the

building of which had cost him the best

years of his life. His action and that of

Josiah Quincy, Jr., who was associated

with him, brought down upon them the

wrath and reproaches of their friends.

Even the father of Quincy wrote him "a

letter of mingled incredulity, indignation

and remonstrance." But on the trial

these two gentlemen labored in an ab-

horred cause with such success that all

but two of the defendants were acquitted;

and these two were found guilty only of

manslaughter. A story was started which

made it appear that Adams' only reason

for defending in this case was found in

the immensity of the fee; but when it is

realized that from his eight clients he
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received but nineteen guineas and that

he realized the danger of ruining his

other practice by this action, the absurd-

ity of this charge can readily be seen.

That his defense of the soldiers did

not turn his party from him was soon

evidenced. Between his retaining and

the trial he was almost unanimously

elected to represent Boston in the

General Court. However, this honor,

though he appreciated it in the light of a

vindication, was unwelcome; as he had

theretofore been careful to abstain from

taking any part in public affairs. He
wished to make his profession para-

mount to everything, and had worked

steadily for twelve years with that end

in view. To give up his practice then

might have reduced him to beggary.

But his gloomy forebodings were over-

ridden by his patriotism, and he accept-

ed the office, though remaining in it for

only a year on account of ill health. He
removed to Braintree and his life again

became almost a humdrum existence.

But he had tasted the sweets of the

metropolitan life in Boston and the emmi
of Braintree life soon caused him to buy

a house on Queen street in Boston and to

remove his family to the city. Neverthe-

less he registered a vow that he would

no more enter public life, as he con-

sidered that he had served his neighbors

long enough, and thought it now time to

serve his family. Otis accused him of

putting parsimony before patriotism; but

he seems to have believed that he was

doing only justice to his family.

Human resolutions and vows, it has

often been said, are made but to be

broken. And so, in 1774, two years

after he had registered a vow to have

nothing to do with public affairs, within

a few weeks after he had written "I have

very little connection with public affairs,

and hope to have less," he was seriously,

yet somewhat enthusiastically, consider-

ing the advisability of accepting a seat in

the Continental Congress that had first

been called. Now no reluctant thought

but of his own incompetency crept into

his mind; only the thoughts of the

mighty work to be done and of his own
minuteness. He accepted.

Consideration of what was to be done
by the congress engrossed his mind. In

his diary he wrote:

"What can be done? Will it be ex-

pedient to propose an annual congress of

committees? to petition? Will it do to

petition at all?—to the King? to the

Lords? to the Commons? What will

such consultations avail? Deliberations

alone will not do We must petition or

recommend to the assemblies to petition,

or—"
This sentence was never finished. The

possibilities to be introduced by the "or"

might have been treason. Yet other

entries are found when he leads up to

but one conclusion—Independence.

That he recognized the seriousness of

the step he was taking in thus becoming

a member of what was at best a treason-

able body, is evident from the entry in

his diary, "There is one ugly reflection.

Brutus and Cassius were conquered and

slain, Hampden died in the field, Sidney

on the scaffold, Harrington in jail, etc."

There was nothing but the knowledge

that he was serving his fellow-men to

offset the danger in which he placed him-

self. No prospects of reward, either in a

pecuniary or glorious sense, could be

seen; while there were most alarming

chances that the participants in this in-

cipient rebellion, would be crushed by

the British government.

The journey of Adams and his col-

leagues to Philadelphia, the appointed

place of meeting, gave them a new ex-

perience. Seldom having traveled be-

yond the limits of their own small pro-

vince, on account of the great discomfort

of travel, they had seen but little of the

world. They had scarcely known the

sentiments of the great body of the

people of their province; and all they

know of the sentiments that prevailed in

other provinces came to them through

the occasional visits of travelers. There-

fore they were surprised to find a great

difference when they came into New
York. In traveling through their native

province they had heard everywhere the

broadest talk of freedom and indepen-

dence and, as the representatives of

Massachusetts, had been everywhere re-
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ceived with open arms; but when they

came into New York, they found much
more expressed loyalty to the king, and

were astonished at receiving suspicious

glances and admonitions not to speak of

independence. Massachusetts, they found,

and, in fact, all the New England col-

onies were suspected of having inde-

pendent designs, and were looked upon

with suspicion by their less troubled and

therefore more conservative sisters on

the west and south.

Finding such a feeling prevalent, the

Massachusetts representatives refrained

from giving vent to some of their revolu

tionary ideas on the way, and even after

they had arrived at Philadelphia and

been present at the convening of Con-

gress. However, they constantly urged

that something be done, hoping that some
colony farther south would see fit under

such pressure, to bring the questions to a

focus. All their exertions were vain.

When the representatives from other dis-

tricts were asked what should be done,

their reply would be—to quote the lan-

guage of Adams—"Stand still. Bear with

patience. If you come to a rupture with

the troops all is lost." But Massachusetts

could not long remain without judiciary

or legislature, and therefore her repre-

sentatives at times grew impatient and

demanded that some decided action be

taken: but to their intense disappoint-

ment the Congress adjourned for a year

without taking any mure definite action

than to advise non-intercourse between

the colonies and Great Britain, a measure

calculated to bring no good to the former.

One thing had been accomplished,

however, that brought a great deal of

comfort to the New England delegation.

A better spirit of union had been estab-

lished among the thirteen colonies; and

it was felt that should the worst come the

whole body would be a unit in opposition

to England. Considering the feeling of

several of the colonies, this was as much
as could be expected.

Mr. Adams had thought there would

be opportunity to retire for a time when
the Congress closed its first session; but

on his arrival home he found that he was
but to change the scene of his public

labors. The Massachusetts General As-

sembly immediately asked his opinion on

certain matters, and he was consequently

sent thereto as member from Braintree.

After the close of its session he under-

took to answer Judge Leonard, who was
writing Tory articles for the papers under
the name of "Massachusettensis," and
was winning over some of the weaker
members of the patriot party. Over the

name of "Novanghes" he carried on an
inky battle with Leonard, until a real

battle put an end to the necessity by
arousing the whole American people to

opposition. Shortly afterward he became
ill, and as soon as he became convales-

cent was obliged to set out for Philadel-

phia, through a country in which a few

days before affrays had taken place be-

tween farmers and soldiers. Everywhere
he saw encouraging signs of an unanimity

of determination to force England by
arms to recognize the rights of the col-

onies. New York, New Jersey, Connect-

icut, South Carolina and Pennsylvania

each showed encouraging signs. As he

traveled he saw warlike preparations on
every side.

In Congress a certain degree of enthus-

iastic patriotism prevailed. Men heartily

grasped the hands of the Massachusetts

delegation, giving them words of hearty

cheer. Colonel Washington appeared in

the halls of Congress in full uniform.

But, on the other hand, a large party of

conciliationists, under the leadership of

the rich, polished and shrewd Dickinson,

acted as a damper upon the spirits of the

enthusiastic Bostonians. This party still

believed that reconciliation with England
could be effected without bloodshed,

and advised and practiced a dilatory

course, until at last Congress was com-
pelled to act in a definite manner. Mas-
sachusetts asked for advice as to whether
she should establish a separate govern-

ment: and an answer being imperative

Congress advised that she should do so.

But one more thing remained to be
done to unite the colonies in the war:

that was, to recognize the troops uefore

Boston as the army of the Continental

Congress and to place officers over them
with commissions from that body. This
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task was difficult, both on account of the

peaceful attitude of the conciliationists

and the jealousies over officers; but

Adams one morning announced to his

cousin and colleague, Samuel Adams
that he would make the members com-

mit themselves to something. That

morning he gained the floor and moved
that the Congress reorganize the army

before Boston, saying that he knew of

one who could be put in command.
Without mentioning a name, he briefly

spoke of the qualities of a gentleman

from Virginia, being sufficiently explicit to

cause the hasty retreat of Washington.

The motion was not pressed on that day,

but in a few days Johnson of Virginia

renewed the motion and it was carried.

At this time Adams committed an in-

discretion that cost him dear. He wrote

two letters, one to Dr. Warren and one

to his wife, in ^hich he roundly censured

some of his fellow-congressmen. The
messenger was captured by the British

and the letters made public, with the

consequence that it took Adams a long

time to recover from the effects of the

hatred he thus produced.

Events hurried on the state of feeling

which led to the "Declaration of Inde-

pendence;" but Adams, who was work-

ing constantly for that consummation,

was still compelled to bridle his tongue.

It was only by the use of deep strategy

that he succeeded in making Congress do

everything that really established a con-

dition of independence—-such as to ad-

vise the States to form revolutionary gov-

ernments,adopt an army, build a navy and,

finally, to take steps toward contracting

foreign alliances, before he advanced the

proposition that Congress should declare

the colonies free and independent states.

After a long period of labor, in which he

met and surmounted huge obstacles, he

saw the end at last, and wrote: "The

second day of July, 1776, will be the

most memorable epoch in the history of

America. I am apt to believe that it will

be celebrated by the succeeding genera

tions as the great Anniversary Festival."

He had achieved a victory for which

he had strenuously labored. He recog-

nized, however, that this declaration

would not successfully bring the war to a

close; and from this time until the end of

his congressional career, he worked
early and late in the interest of his

country. Finally, on November 11, 1777,

worn out by his herculean labors and
suffering from ill health, he set out from

Philadelphia for home, again a private

citizen. But such a man as he was could

not be spared at such a time. Conse-

quently he received a letter notifying him
of his appointment as Commissioner to

France.

This was an honor that required great

skill, but which was not coveted by sel-

fish men, as it involved great danger

with no adequate compensation. All

the advantages and disadvantages were

maturely weighed by Adams; but again

his patriotism was chief, and he accepted

the commission. On February 13th, 1778,

he and his son John Quincy embarked in

the frigate Boston, and after an exciting

voyage, reached Bordeaux on March 3rd.

He found the affairs of the American

commission in Paris in a very neglected

state. No accounts of expenditures, no

records ofcorrespondence or negotiations

were kept by either Franklin or Lee.

This defect he immediately began to

remedy and in a short time the accounts

and records of the commission were in a

satisfactory condition. But in this oper-

ation Adams stirred up the slight dis-

pleasure of Franklin and Lee, and conse-

quently found a lack of hearty support

from either of these gentlemen.

The chief defender of the Declaration

of Independence had no peace in the

French diplomatic offices. He was blunt,

honest and fearless, and therefore grated

visibly upon the polished, deceitful men
with whom he came in contact. Frank-

lin was a man who could meet polish

with polish, circumlocution with circum-

locution. Therefore it soon became
evident that the logical American ambas-

sador to France should be the latter.

Adams was at first received with rare

courtesy and good will as his fame had

preceded him across the waters. But

his undiplomatic manners and a plain

suspicion of French motives in aiding the

Americans soon raised up barriers of re-
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serve and coldness that he could not

surmount. Therefore he recommended
that one ambassador only be sent to

France. Acting on this suggestion Con-

gress sent Lee to Madrid, left Franklin in

Paris, and said nothing to Adams, thus

leaving him in a foreign country with no

instructions.

Galled to desperation by what proved

to be an irksome idleness, he returned

home; but had scarcely lime to arrange

some of his affairs and to begin work in

the Constitutional Convention of Massa-

chusetts, before he was appointed special

envoy with power to treat with England

for peace, whenever that country might

make any advances. This commission

was accepted with commendable alacrity,

andon November 13th, 1779,be embarked

in the French frigate, La Sensible. This

vessel soon proved itself to be utterly un-

seaworthy and was compelled to put in

at the port of Ferrol in Spain; thus com-

pelling the American envoy to journey

over the lofty Pyrenees in the cold winter.

Again on this mission Adams was
handicapped by his honesty and blunt

straightforwardness, for compelled to act

through the French government, he was

led into several traps by the crafty De
Vergennes, the head thereof. France

used all her power in Congress to have

this stubborn man removed; but fortu-

nately, that body had too much respect

for his character to put such an affront

upon him. So bitter did the hatred be-

come between Vergennes and Adams,
that the latter was compelled to journey

to Holland in order to accomplish any-

thing.

This latter move was the most for-

tunate one he made while in Europe; for

it led him to make untiring efforts to

secure a treaty between Holland and the

Colonies, until they were crowned with

what he regarded as the greatest triumph

of his life. The treaty was ratified in

Holland on April 17th, 1782, and soon

after Adams was recognized as the duly

accredited American minister to that

country. He now began to borrow

money from the Dutch bankers, and to

send it to America.

But in the midst of these labors he was
*12*

called to Paris and informed that Eng-
land was making awkward attempts to

open gracefully peace negotiations with

the Americans. Adams, Franklin, Jay,

Jefferson and Laurens, were the peace

commissioners; but as the last was a

prisoner in the Tower of London, and
Jefferson could not get away from
America, the first three were compelled
to assume the burden of the negotiations.

De Vergennes, who exercised a

wonderful control over the Congress,

succeeded in having instructions given

the commissioners that they should con-

fer with France at all times. Attention

to these instructions would have lost us

the New England fisheries, the naviga-

tion of the Mississippi and foreign trade.

Franklin received them with perfect

calmness; but his colleagues both felt

insulted, and were tempted to resign.

The time for the negotiation came. At
this time Adams wrote: "In substance it

(the French policy) has been this: in

assistance afforded us in naval force and
in money to keep us from succumbing,

and nothing more; to prevent us from
ridding ourselves wholly of our enemies;

to prevent us from growing powerful or

rich ; to prevent us from obtaining ac-

knowledgments of our independence

from other powers, and to prevent us

from obtaining consideration in Europe,

or any advantage in the peace but what
is expressly stipulated in the treaty; to

deprive us of the grand fishery, the Mis-

sissippi River, the Western lands and to

saddle us with the Tories."

This succinct summary of France's

policy shows that she consulted only her

own interests in aiding the Americans;

and also shows what would have been

the consequence had the commission

allowed her to conduct the business.

At the opening of the negotiations only

Jay and Franklin were in Paris, Adams
still being detained by his labors in Hol-

land. Jay did not wish to allow French
interference in the American matters; but

Franklin, who was a good friend of De
Vergennes, made no objection. The
former knew that the proud statesman at

the helm of the French government
would not scruple to crush America if he
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could thereby work good for his own
country; while the latter either did not

know or did not care what would be

done, so he followed instructions. But

Tay received constant assurances of sup-

port from Adams by letter; and on

October 26th. 1782, had the pleasure of

receiving Adams himself in Paris and of

hearing from the latter an expression of

entire accord with his ideas.

Upon the arrival of Adams the Com-
mission considered whether they should

obey or disobey the instructions of Con-

gress. Franklin, of course, was for

obedience; but the others, knowing what

would be the deleterious consequences of

such action, took a step by which they

assumed an immense responsibility in

promptly voting for disobedience. This

drew down upon them the wrath of De
Vergennes, as he was afraid that the

Colonies would form an alliance with

England, if the commissioners were left

to their own devices.

His wrath, however, was impotent

until the commissioners had set their

hands to "the most important treaty

America had ever made or is likely ever

to make." But the three gentlemen

soon afterwards received a stinging re-

buke from Robert R. Livingston, who
was then in charge of the foreign affairs

of the Colonies. Adams wrote: "I am
weary, disgusted, affronted and disap-

pointed. I have been injured, and my
country has joined in the injury; it has

basely prostituted its own honor by sac-

rificing mine. But the sacrifice of me
was not so servile and intolerable as

putting us all under guardianship. Con-

gress surrendered their own sovereignty

into the hands of a French minister.

Blush! Blush! ye guilty records! Blush

and perish! It is a glory to have broken

such infamous orders. Infamous, I say,

for so they will be to all posterity. How
can such a stain be washed out? Can

we cast a veil over it and forget it?"

But sorely humiliated as he was, he soon

said: "This state of mind I must alter,

and work while the day lasts."

Soon after the conclusion of all negotia-

tions Adams was taken ill with a violent

fever, which laid him low for many

months; but while not yet convalescent

he received a commission to negotiate

new loans in Holland. In the depth of

winter, weak in body and discouraged

in mind, he took a voyage across the

rough channel and over the rough roads

and flooded districts of Holland to its

capital, only to be met with discouraging

opinions of American solvency. But

notwithstanding these unfortunate cir-

cumstances he succeeded in negotiating

the necessary loans.

In 1785 he was appointed minister to

England and had the disagreeable duty

of meeting the being whose hatred of

American institutions could be nothing

less than most virulent. But on his pre-

sentation to King George he conducted

himself with the most courteous grace

and assured the king, in answer to a

covert intimation that America was too

friendly toward France, "I have no at-

tachment but to my own country;" at

which his Britannic majesty condescended

to be pleased. However, the king's

countenance was not given him for long
;

and soon that monarch descended to

petty meannesses in order to make him

uncomfortable.

During all the time of his incumbency

of the office of minister, Adams met
humiliating circumstances on every hand.

He could not mingle in society on ac-

count of British hatred; but worse than

all he felt he could not mingle with dip-

lomatic personages because of the dis-

couraging conditions in his own country.

Bound together only by the weak liga-

ments of the Confederation the Colonies

were fast becoming thirteen independent

states, which paid no. attention to the

central government. There was little

hope that the decrees of Congress could

be enforced, and therefore Adams could

demand no respect from England of the

terms of the treaty without being taunted

with the assertion that America should

practice what she preached. At last, on
April 20th, 178S, he set sail for home after

an absence of many years; and found on

his arrival many strange conditions. The
new constitution was on the eve of its

ratification by the states; and new parties

and new questions had sprung up.
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His election to the vice-presidency was
a recognition of past services; but not

such a recognition as he thought he de-

served. He was perhaps the most pow-
erful vice-president we have ever had, on

account of the almost equal division of

the parties in the Senate; yet he chafed

under the constraint of being a mere
figure head. He then first showed a

strong jealousy of Washington.

His accession to the presidency was
perhaps the most unfortunate period of

his life. Hamilton was at that time the

leader of the Federalists, and controlled

the lesser lights of that party with a

hand of iron. Adams, however, was too

independent to brook much interference;

and therefore incurred the hatred of the

brilliant leader. The attempt to place

Pinckney in the presidential chair, which

was defeated only because some of the

New England electors did not vote for

him, made this hatred only more in-

tense. Hamilton had been balked and
Adams felt he had been betrayed.

But more than this Adams entered into

office at a time when party passions of

the most virulent type had been kept un-

der only by the tact and force of Wash-
ington. He would not say that he was
friendly to either party, for he disliked

the Republicans only more than the

leaders of the Federalists. His choice

of cabinet was quite unfortunate, for he

kept in office the men who had been the

advisers of Washington and who were

some of the most enthusiastic admirers

of Hamilton. From the first he met

with antagonism when he should have

met with hearty support, and was thus

compelled all through his administration

to stand alone without aid or counsel

from his constitutional counselors.

The events of his administration may
be passed over rapidly, as they are mat-

ters of general knowledge. The second

difficulty with France brought on again

the party attacks that had been some-

what repressed during the previous ad-

ministration; and Adams found himself

between two parties, one urging war

with France and the other with England.

However, he was the right man for

the time, as his disagreeable relations

with the French government and sus-

picions of French motives and his ex-

periences in England gave no cause to

love either of the countries. Therefore

he had no desire to embroil this country

in a war because of love or hatred for

any other.

The alien and sedition acts were cer~

tainly not advisable as they were too

severe and were looked upon as detri-

mental to the liberties of the people. But

Adams believed they were necessary and
was perfectly honest in his advocacy of

them. The act, however, which contrib-

uted most to his final downfall was the

returning of an embassy to France after

the "X. Y. Z. despatches" had been
made known to the people. The move
was opposed by his whole cabinet, the

members of which were goaded on by
Hamilton; and the order caused only a

more intense hatred than that which
existed before.

The campaign of 1800 was probably

the most bitter ever fought in the United

States. Hamilton, though having such

an intense hatred for Adams, was com-
pelled to admit that he only could draw
out the full strength of the party; and
though bitterly disliking the task, felt

obliged to make a statement to that

effect. The campaign was fought hard

by each party and the issue w.-is extreme-

ly uncertain, until Hamilton did what not

even his greatest admirer can claim was
a wise or prudent act. His hatred of

Adams would not allow a quiet acquies-

cence in his re-election; and just before

the votes were cast the foremost states-

man of a great party published a bitter

attack on that party's leader—an attack

worthy of the most foolish and most un-

political of his followers.

This caused the fall of Adams. With
him fell the Federal party—that great

organization to which is due the birth and
stability of our government. Split into

many pieces by the intense feelings of its

leaders, it could never again muster a

majority of the electors of the United

States, and it soon lost its hold in all the

states it had claimed in its prosperous

days. It left a grand heritage; and for

the good of that heritage perhaps it is
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better that it became a thing of by-gone

days at such an early time as it did, be-

cause even in 1800 it was beginning- to

live upon its past, with few signs of being

able to cope with the future.

Adams spent his last days in as peace-

ful a manner as was possible for a man
with his active temperament. In his old

age he renewed his friendship with his

old colleague, Jefferson, and died peace-

fully on the fourth day of July, 1825. His

last words were, "Jefferson still lives."

But the man who had been his co-worker

in the early days of Congress, his rival in

the campaign of 1800, and his friend in

his old age had died but a few hours be-

fore he said these words.

Adams stands out as one of the most
picturesque figures in our history. In

his nature there were the rugged elements

of absolute honesty and patriotism, which

overshadowed all other qualities. Accus-

tomed to speak his whole thoughts upon
any question he could hardly compre-
hend the tactful efforts of Washington or

the diplomatic finesse of De Vergennes.

He had no acquaintances who were in-

different to him; they must either be

strong friends or strong enemies. His

whole life was devoid of selfishness when
the interests of self were opposed to the

interests of his country. He was bold

and masterly in a great crisis, while

sometimes small and weak on less stir-

ring occasions. His good deeds were
manifold; his bad deeds few. His

strength was everywhere seen during

his public life; his weakness showed out

only occasionally.

It has been said that he was a mon-

archist. But even Jefferson, who would

have been the first to remark the fact,

was compelled to admit that he wanted

nothing further than a strong govern-

ment. He did not sympathize with the

ideas of Hamilton, who believed that the

British system of government, with all

its faults, was the most perfect system

ever invented by man. It is true he sur-

rounded the office of president with a

pomp and ceremony that is hardly con-

sistent with true democracy; but that was

more because of a realization of the im-

portance of the office than of the dig-

nity of the man.

The first epoch of his public life shows

one long series of great opportunities in

which he showed himself equal to every

occasion; the second shows his weak

side. The former is marked with the

declaration of "no taxation without re-

presentation," with the Declaration of

Independence, the Dutch treaty and the

English treaty; the latter is marked with

his strong position in the French and

English trouble, but with his weakness

in showing a jealousy of Washington and

a petty censoriousness of other public

men, as well as with a puerile quarrel

between himself and Hamilton, in which

the childish cantings of the one were

equaled only by those of the other.

In the hearts of Americans there

should be a grateful memory of his good
deeds, and a thought of his weak mo-
ments only as a warning to posterity.

He did a great work and stands second

only to our great Washington in the

history of the Revolution.

Eugefie Young.

THE BICKERTONITES-

Various are the means used ,by the

Lord in gathering His people. True, all

men retain and exercise their free agency,

but notwithstanding this fact, there is a

power greater than man's that directs,

in the main, the efforts of individuals,

communities, and even nations, so as to

further in some way the great plan for

the redemption of the human race. This

truth will receive another illustration in

the following brief narrative of a peculiar

people.

Shortly after the death of the Prophet

Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, ambitious

and determined to become a leader,

went to the city of Pittsburg, where, by
his superior oratory, he succeeded in

getting quite a number of followers.
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Prominent among his disciples was one

William Bickerton, whom he ordained a

Seventy, and afterward set apart to pre-

side over a small branch at Elizabeth-

town, on the Monongahela River, about

twenty-eight miles from Pittsburg.

Failing to accomplish fully his designs,

Rigdon retired to some rural district in

the Alleghanies, where his remaining

days were spent in a quiet and less

ostentatious manner among the friends of

his early childhood.

But a short time had elapsed when the

branch at Elizabethtown was visited, ac-

cording to Mr. Bickerton's account, by

two Mormon Elders, named Ross and

Murry, on their way to Nauvoo, from a

mission to the east. The missionaries

soon convinced them that Rigdon, having

been excommunicated from the Church,

held no authority; whereupon the whole

congregation received rebaptism at their

hands, and Mr. Bickerton, their former

leader, was ordained and set apart as

presiding Elder.

Now, as to whether these Elders were

duly commissioned and sent out by the

Church there is doubt. A careful search
.

of the records fails to show that any

Elders of the names given were on mis-

sions at that time.

But to resume their history, the branch

continued to flourish and increase in

numbers until in 1852, on hearing that

Apostle Orson Pratt was in Washington

preaching plural marriage as a part of

the gospel, they immediately declared

that the Church had gone astray. They
now formed themselves into a distinct

organization, being again baptized, this

time under the hands of Mr. Bickerton,

who, as before, continued shepherd of

the flock.

On a later occasion he was sustained as

prophet and president to the church,

whereupon he selected for himself two

counselors and a quorum of Twelve,

whom he ordained to the apostleship.

They, in turn, conferred upon him the

same power, thus disproving (?) the rule,

that you cannot give what you have not

got.

Many were the dreams, visions, reve-

lations, and prophecies given by the

prophet and others of the leaders. The
church grew rapidly in numbers until, at

its zenith, the organization numbered
twelve hundred souls. These were scat-

tered from Pittsburg easterly for fifty

miles and south along the Monongahela
River into the borders of West Virginia.

While in the height of their fervor,

they built a meeting house, called the

Green Oak Church. To this building

there is considerable interest attached,

for it had been predicted that therein

were the apostles to be endowed with

power from on high, preparing them to

bear the gospel to all nations.

Accordingly they assembled at the ap-

pointed time and waited, with great emo-

tions, the bestowal of the Comforter,

which was to take place promptly at

twelve o'clock, midnight.

The hour truly came but did not bring

the scenes of a former Pentecost. The
Holy Ghost did not come as a "rushing

mighty wind."

What was to be done? Was there no

God? The prophet, equal to the emer-

gency, partially pacified the disturbed

feelings of his anxious colleagues, by re-

marking that the failure of the Lord to

honor the prediction of His servant, was

due to the fact that many had contrib-

uted grudgingly towards the erection of

the building. This was received by some
as a doubtful apology. Many wended
homeward, between the hours of two

and four o'clock in the morning, with

bowed heads and melancholy thoughts.

Another date was set by the prophet,

and another spell of anxious waiting, and

earnest fasting and prayer, was to end

only in final disappointment.

By this time some had grown suspic-

ious of the divinity of their leader's

mission. To dispel the gathering doubts,

a- general conference of the church was

held in the same temple. Here, among
other things, Mr. Bickerton prophesied

that this building would stand forever,

and that the gospel would roll forth from

it to the ends of the earth. Unfortunate-

ly, however, that very night, while the

people were returning home from the

meeting the building burned to ashes.

This was more than the faith of some
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could stand. Even his first counselor,

George Barnes, a man powerful in

speech, and possessed of influence and
ability, demanded of his superior the

fruits of a prophet of God in evidence of

his divine mission.

As a reward for his presumption, Mr.

Barnes and his adherents were excom-
municated, and began from that time to

hold meetings separately.

A spirit of discontent was now at work
throughout the whole organization, and
in the midst of it, with a view of quelling

the same, the prophet received a revela-

tion locating the center stake of Zion

in Kansas, and requiring the whole

church to move to this state.

Sjme, faithful to the call, sold all and
followed their leader into the frontier;

but the majority, including most of the

apostles, being skeptical, remained be-

hind.

Each division now cut off the other

from the church, and from this time

divisions and subdivisions was the com-
mon order in both factions, each apostle

and leader controlling his own little

flock, and adding thereto from the vari-

ous denominations and by making in-

roads upon all other factions.

Bickerton, himself, was in time excom-
municated from the branch over which

he presided, for gross sins of which he

was accused. Since that time he has

figured less conspicuously, taking no
very active part in the work he so zeal-

ously began. This old gentleman, now
very feeble, lives in St John, Kansas, and

while he freely entertains visitors, pre-

fers not to discuss the history of his past,

or religion in any form.

Thus was enacted on a small scale and

in a single decade or two, what has been

in as many centuries, the actual experi-

ence of mankind after the great apostasy

from the primitive church.

It is proper here to relate, that this

people rejected the "Doctrine and Cov-

enants," and as a rule the divinity of

Joseph Smith's mission; accepting, how-
ever, as their rule of faith, the Book of

Mormon, the Bible, and the revelations

of their own prophet and others of their

number. These revelations often come

to lay members, male or female, and

were adopted as the word of the Lord to

the church. They claim also to believe

in and exercise all the gifts of the gospel.

And certain it is, that the gift of tongues,

from whatever source it may have em-
anated, was particularly made manifest

among them. Seldom did they meet to-

gether but some of their number would

exercise this gift.

A peculiar feature was that they ac-

cepted the Book of Mormon, but gener-

ally denounced the Prophet Joseph, thus

acknowledging that "an evil tree can

bring forth good fruit." Others, more
cunning, claimed that he, Joseph, fell

from the grace of God soon after this

book was published.

The result of all these efforts combined

was to gather into their fold many vir-

tuous, honest-hearted people, who were

being taught in all the first principles

of the gospel, and to some extent the

contents of the Book of Mormon, and

the organization of the Church of Christ,

thus preparing them for a greater light to

come.

Inspiration seemed to rest particularly

upon Mr Barnes, who, by candid re-

flection and fervent prayer, was led to

the conclusion that if God had a people

on earth that were fulfilling prophecy

and doing the works of the gospel, it was

certainly that "despised sect" in far-off

Utah, called Latter day Saints. He sent

for a Doctrine and Covenants, and sub-

scribed for the Deseret News. The more

he studied and thought upon it, the more
convinced he became. His congregation

also partook of the same spirit And
not only his congregation, but a division

near Fayette City, presided over by a

young man, Andrew Gilbert, and soon

afterward another faction at Mount
Pleasant, in the same State, led by Mr.

Norman Wright, were all equally con-

vinced of the truths Mr. Barnes had

discovered.

In their devotions they would often

pray for the Lord to send them addition-

al light. They did not profess to hold

the keys of the kingdom of God, most of

them admitting that authority to be in

Utah, but they did claim to be a branch
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of the true Church. Their faith in the

spiritual gifts was strong, and that the

sick were often healed among them by

the laying on of hands, is undeniable;

while, as has been stated, the gift of

tongues was as common as was their

gathering together.

While they were in this mood Apostle

F. D. Richards caused to be sent to them

from the Northern Mission, two Elders

who were at the time laboring in the

State of Illinois. On their arrival, they

were received with much joy by all fav-

orably disposed people, being accorded

such treatment as might arouse the envy

of a king.

They pursued their labors in humility,

and under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, and in little more than a year,

over a hundred souls were added to the

Church and five branches and three Sab-

bath Schools were organized.

It is perhaps proper to state here that,

though Father Barnes was very instru-

mental in preparing scores of this people

for the reception of the gospel, yet he

was not the first to lead the way into the

''waters of baptism." He argued, "We
are certainly enjoying the fruits of the

gospel and must therefore possess some
authority; hence we ask for admittance

into the Church without baptism."

"But," said he to the Elders, "since

you have decided that this cannot be, I

now appeal to the President of the

Church, and what he counsels that I will

do."

A full account of the history of the or-

ganization together with their claims,

was forwarded to the Presidency of the

Church. A few anxious days elapsed,

and the welcome answer came. It was
signed by Elders John Taylor and George

Q. Cannon, of the First Presidency. All

that the Elders had done and said was

confirmed in this epistle. Said they to

this people: "Because of your sincerity

and faith the Lord has blessed you in

healing your sick in answer to prayer.

But now, that He has offered you greater

light, should you reject it, His favor will

be withdrawn from you."

This was enough for Mr. Gilbert and
others who were now tired of waitins for

Mr. Barnes to lead them into the "true

fold." They immediately received bap-

tism, ice several inches thick being cut to

attend to the ordinance. This was in

December, 1886.

It was some months before Mr. Barnes

followed their worthy example. Finally

he yielded and after baptism was or-

dained an Elder by William M. Palmer,

president of the mission, and set apart to

preside over the branch. But he never

prospered. Differences arose between

him and the presiding Eldtrs of the mis-

sion, and in his heart—though possessed

of many admirable qualities—he never

was converted to the necessity of sub-

mitting to baptism. He still lives near

Coalville, on the Monongahela River,

is quite an aged man, but takes no active

part in Church matters.

The number of Elders was increased

to a dozen, some also being sent to Kan-

sas to labor among that branch of the

sect.

Thus the word of the Lord grew, inso-

much that today there are, scattered

throughout all parts of Utah, and in sur-

rounding States, many honest-hearted,

faithful Saints, gathered from the parts

mentioned, some of whom are*filling im-

portant positions in the Priesthood and

in society

"God moves in a mysterious way,

His wonders to perform."

Victor E. Bean.

Rhetoric A, B. Y. Academy.

Liberty is often a heavy burden to

man. It involves that necessity for per-

petual choice which is the kind of labor

men have always dreaded —Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes.

UTAH.

A land whose favored precincts claim

Gifts such as garner peerless fame;

—

Blue mountain bands; green lakes and vales,

A sea set wide in inland pales;

Wealth such as only empires show

That own no sunset's parting glow;

A future in whose orient sky

Gleams presage of high destiny.

X. I. X.
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We regret to be under the necessity in

this closing number of Volume Fourteen

of The Contributor to apologize for

our failure to meet every promise which

was made concerning the contents of this

volume in the prospectus which was
issued at the beginning of the year. We
have failed to publish the articles prom-

ised by President Joseph F. Smith and
Elder B. H. Roberts, and also two of the

subjects which were to be treated by

Elder Junius F. Wells. The management
of The Contributor made every pos-

sible exertion, by repeatedly speaking to

the proposed authors, to obtain these

articles, but through circumstances which

the brethren were doubtless unable to

overcome, the matter was not furnished

us for publication. We still hope in some
of the coming numbers to supply these

promised contributions. In the meantime
we trust that our kind readers will not

blame those who have had the magazine

in charge for the failure to do that which

they fully expected to accomplish when
the volume was started. We have, how-
ever, furnished other matter which was
not promised which, we trust, has been

of interest and instruction to all our

readers, and will make up to them for

any disappointment they have felt in not

receiving those contributions which our

prospectus for the present volume led

them to expect.

We have issued our prospectus for Vol-

ume Fifteen of The Contributor, and
feel confident that no promise therein

made will fail in fulfillment. Indeed we
already have in hand some of the prom-'

ised articles, and have every assurance

that the others will be ready whenever
needed. It will be our aim to add much
more of interest to the columns of The
Contributor than that which is prom-

ised. We have decided, in view of the

expressed wishes of a number of our

kind patrons, and because we believe the

result will prove gratifying to all our

subscribers, to use a little larger type

than that which we have had in previous

volumes. In doing this we do not desire

to decrease, but rather increase the

amount of reading matter furnished, and

have consequently decided to increase

the size of the magazine sixteen pages,

thus making each issue sixty-four pages

in size. The new volume will appear in

a new dress throughout, and mechanical

and literary improvements will be made
which we hope and believe will be appre-

ciated by the Saints generally. At least

we hope this will be the result of our

efforts.

In order that the magazine may become
of general interest and instruction, and

contain such a variety of matter as to

please every class of readers, we again

solicit literary contributions from all those

who aspire to success in this line. We will

take pleasure in publishing everything

which we think worthy of place in the

columns of the magazine. We would

also appreciate any efforts made by our

friends and patrons to extend the circula-

tion of The Contributor, and find for it

a reception in every home of the people.

THE SUCCESSFUL TRIP OF OUR
TABERNACLE CHOIR.

It must be gratifying to every resident

of our beautiful Territory to know of the

success which has followed our choir in

its recent trip to Chicago and the World's

Fair. There seemed to be numerous

friends to meet and greet them at every

station of importance along the line of

travel, and in every place where concerts

were given the public were evidently

thoroughly satisfied with the program,

and were unstinted in their praise of the

ability possessed by the sweet singers of

Zion. The renown of this organization

had preceded it, and our choir is known
almost to the extreme limits of our own
nation, as well as in many places abroad.

It was a pleasurable surprise to many
that the choir succeeded in obtaining the
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second prize in the great contest at the

World's Fair. It is asserted by many who
were present, and who are generally con-

sidered competent judges, many, too,

who would have no particular interest in

making such remarks, aside from the facts

in the case, that our choir was well worthy
of receiving the first prize. It is very evi-

dent from the statement that they lost it

only by half a point, that the matter was
somewhat difficult of decision. As it is,

the choir doubtless has received as much
renown as though it had really been
given the five thousand dollar prize.

Great credit for the success of this

undertaking is due to each individual

member of the choir, and special praise

should be awarded to Professor Stephens,

that indefatigable and earnest worker,

who has spared neither time nor pains to

bring the choir to its present state of per-

fection. It is sincerely to be hoped that

there will be no relaxation of labor on
the part of the members in this direction.

Those who are connected with the organ-

ization should be satisfied with nothing

short of perfection, so far as this is attain-

able.

Doubtless the experience the members
of the choir have had on this trip will en-

able them to see their defects and to

overcome them. They have also, very

likely, found much to learn in the study

of the divine art of music. It is to be

hoped that the spirit which has charac-

terized our singers in this late undertak-

ing will continue with our young people,

so that in every labor or study undertaken

by them they will strive to be second to

none in their acquirements.

MONEY AND A HIGHER EDUCATION.
No doubt many a father after reading

my article on the need of a higher ed-

ucation, has laid down The Contributor
with the remark: "That's all very fine,

but where is the money coming from?"

The question has in fact been put to me
direcdy in just so many words. It was

my first intention to add to the article

mentioned, a few paragraphs touching

the point, but I soon discovered that

space would not permit. Besides, on

reflection, the question seemed of suffi-

cient importance to deserve treatment by

itself.

Let us consider then, first the cost

of getting an education, and second

where the means shall come from.

In treating the first question, I base my
estimates upon attendance at the B. Y.

Academy. I do this for no other reason

than that I am familiar with the history of

this institution, and can therefore speak

with a certain definite assurance. But

with a slight margin for variation, it will

be safe, I think, to apply these estimates

to any other college or high school in the

Territory.

It will be seen at once that the question

involves what it may cost and what it

might cost; in other words, we shall

have to consider the two extremes, and
let the reader draw the mean for him-

self.

Beginning then with the young man
whose father simply pays the bills as

they come in, we have, as the largest

item, a board-bill for thirty-eight weeks,

or, supposing the student remains during

the midwinter vacation, forty weeks.

If he be fastidious in his tastes he may
pay four dollars per week, though I do
not call to mind a dozen instances of

four dollar boarders during the history of

the academy. The highest price in pros-

perous years is generally three dollars

and fifty cents, varying to two dollars

and fifty cents. During this panic year,

no boarding place is listed at more than

three dollars. For the sake of our esti-

mate, let it be counted four dollars.

The tuition in the Normal Department is

free. A life membership certificate costs

fifteen dollars and an expense fee of five

dollars per year is charged, making dur-

ing the four-year course a cost of thirty-

five dollars, or say ten dollars per year.

Now, suppose this young man, in the

matter of dress and habits, is also liberal
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in self-allowance, we have the following

table of expenses:

A
Board, 40 weeks at $4,

Clothes

Laundry, ....
•Parties, Recreations,

Admission Expenses,

Books, Stationery, .

Railroad fare, . . .

School. At Home.
!i6o.oo $100.00

60 00 45.00

20.00 15.00

15.00 30.00

10.00

15.00 5.00

20.00 5.00

$300 00 $200.00

Now t^ree hundred dollars is, in all con-

science, every cent that even a million-

aire's son need spend for one year's

schooling. The chances are that should

this young man stay at home and spend

the winter months smoking cigarettes on

the street corner, and taking in the usual

circle of gaities, he will spend two-thirds

of that sum, perhaps all of it, and have

nothing but idle habits, more strongly

fastened, to show for it. Nor must it be

supposed that the young man thus given

carte blanche as to expenses, has advan-

tages as a student over the one that is

forced to get through on half that sum.

Indeed, the reverse is usually true, for

reasons which will probably suggest

themselves.

In this connection I am reminded of a

case that illustrates pretty nearly the

minimum on which a student may hope

to pull through. A number of years ago

four earnest young men, drawn together

by mutual poverty and ambition, rented

a room, furnished it from a second-hand

junk shop, and set up housekeeping.

The work was really trifling, there being

so little variety of food to prepare and so

few dishes to keep clean. In turns, four

weeks apart, each would "don Bridget's

apron. These young men are now the

owners of elaborate kitchens with requis-

ite appurtenances. But I venture that

they often look back with pleasure upon
the simplicity of their first cooking ex-

perience, and deplore having to listen to

the fuss and stew and worry inevitable

upon the simmering, baking and steam-

ing of many pots, kettles and pans.

Looked at from any other standpoint

than that of students intent upon getting

an education, this way of gel ting along

would be dismal enough. But do not

fall into the error of thinking the year

does not yield its full quota of pleasant

memories. It was in the fullness of their

intellectual, not in the nakedness of their

social life, that these students lived. Sup-

per cleared away, and each with his

books occupying a quarter of the table,

all delving till midnight into fascinating

veins of truth, what mattered it that the

floor was uncarpeted, the walls bare, and

the windows curtainless?* They were

too absorbed in another kind of soul-

activity to miss these things. Had they

been deprived of necessary books, the

case would have been different.

When the accounts were drawn, it was
found that the cost of furnishing board,

rent, fuel, light, etc., was only one dollar

and eleven cents per week for each stu-

dent. The cost would have been some-
what less, save for the villainous trick of

a junk dealer who refused to pay back

the money deposited with him for the

safe return of an ©Id stove.

Now this is by no means an isolated

example. What little glory these young
men took to themselves for close man-
agement was quickly dispelled when
they learned that the great Garfield sup-

ported himself during his college life on
fifty cents per week tor board. And no

doubt every college in the world can fur-

nish hundreds of similarly striking in-

stances of luxury in poverty. Without

having definite statistics at hand, I still

feel safe in saying that from one-third to

one-half the students of the Academy
thus board themselves. Thanks to the

boom, which, like the ill wind in the

proverb, while it did generally much
harm to Provo, brought this single good
to students, that it left in all parts of the

city tenantless houses, that may now be

rented at mere nominal figures. To the

teachers who make it a point to visit

and encourage students, it ha& ceased to

be remarkable to see a dry goods box,

*To be strictly veracious in my description of

this particular case, the walls were unplastered,

and the rafters unceiled, save for a canvas

stretched during the winter by the boys them-

selves. But these are accidental discomforts,

forming no part of houses now rented by

students.
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with partition and curtain, answering for

a cupboard, and another on the wall do-

ing duty for a bookcase. A brisk trade

has also sprung up for the bread and

supply-wagons in their periodical rounds

with provisions.

By way of illustrating how other ex-

penses may be managed, let me revert to

the case above mentioned. One of the

young men is a very intimate acquaint-

ance of mine. I have, in fact, had occa-

sion to ponder seriously over his accounts

many a time since then. During that

year he had the moral courage—perhaps

you will call it the social meanness—to

appear week after week, month after

month, in the same four dollar suit of

clothes. It did seem as if miraculous

wearing qualities were infused into its

doeskin texture. So also by dint of trad-

ing in text books, and combining with

others in wash uills, these expenses were

equally cut down. His account for the

year would read something like this:

Board, 40 weeks at $1,1 1, $ 44.40

Clothes, about 10.00

Laundry, 40 weeks, @ 15c . 6.00

Parties, Recreations, 0.00

Tuition Fee (by Church appropriation), 0.00

Railroad Fare (via Stamp and Envelope

Route) about 1.00

Total 61.40

This amount he was able to earn at

boy's wages, during the twelve weeks'

vacation. Does this seem incredible? It

is simple enough. Had he remained

away from school he would have spent

three or four times as much, for no other

reason than that he would have had it to

spend. On the other hand, had he ac-

tually been able to earn only half or

one-third the amount, he would somehow
have managed to live upon it, and turned

up at the end of the year smiling, and

perhaps all the wiser for having been

pinched.

The fact is, human nature is among the

most elastic of all known substances.

That a full-grown man can be crowded
into the body of an infant, is not the only

illustration of this great truth.

What, then, you ask, was the social

standing of such a student. So far as my
recollection goes, he was never reminded

by word or look of his inferiority in

point of wealth. But then it would have

made no difference if he had been.

Having resolved, as he has since assured

me, that nothing of this kind should dis-

concert him, he spent no time looking

around for insults. And the probability

is that not a dozen students were aware

that he was working on the hard scrabble

list. As to his intellectual standing, he

held during the year, the highest ex-

ecutive position that could be conferred

by the faculty upon any student—that of

monitor of the theological organization;

and the year following he graduated

second in a class of twenty four.

These circumstances are mentioned

first because they are generally character-

istic of students who are determined, in

spite of all odds, to get an education; but

chiefly by way of encouragement to

young men who feel poor. I say feel

poor, for no young man is really poor

who is rich in will power. The history of

every great institution constantly em-
phasizes the fact that it is not an unmixed
blessing for the student to have unlimited

means. Better have a big determination

and a little purse, than a little determin-

ation and a big purse. Of course the

ideal equipment would be a big deter-

mination and a long bank account.

The reader will now, I trust, be able to

draw his own conclusions as to what it

costs to get an education. Take some
figure between seventy-five and three

hundred dollars and multiply it by four.

For as I pointed out in my last article,

while a few months at school will be

profitable, young people will seldom

choose unwisely when they determine to

complete a four years' course. There

remains now for consideration the ques-

tion, where shall the money come from.

Let me remark, in the first place, that

this article would be unworthy publica-

tion did it hold out hope only for the

well-to-do. The question—and on it de-

pends almost eternal life—really is, not:

How can I afford to get an education?

but: How can I not afford it? Lee every

young man and woman repeat it to him-

self as often as he does his prayers: How
can I not afford it ?
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To illustrate: twenty odd years ago,

when I was a "third reader," a new
teacher was engaged for our school. He
was a recent graduate of the Deseret

University, and came full of the spirit of

his work. He was the first to introduce

into this school the custom of giving

short talks on morals and manners.
All of these admirable lessons, save

' one, have slipped from my memory,
or rather been merged into the

general stock of ideas. But this one
I remember almost word for word

:

"Boys, you should set your mark high,

and never stop till you get a good educa-

tion. I suppose you all know how my
father* was killed a few years ago. Well,

when the property was divided, my por-

tion was a large span of mules and a new
wagon, just as fine a team as ever pulled

a trace. I was now my own boss. What
should I do? I knew I needed a better

education. Should I sell my fine team,

and go to school with the money, or

should I start on the road and become a

freighter! Think about it, boys, and tell

me what you would have done."

After giving us a short time for reflec-

tion, he resumed: "It took me a long

time to decide, but at last I sold the team.

When I graduated last year I didn't have
a dollar. My team was gone, but I had
a good education in place of it. I don't

think I shall ever regret having done
what I did."

Small though I was, I doubted the

teacher's conclusion. The Tintic mines
were just opening and teamsters were
making ten dollars a day. "Just think

what he could do if he hadn't sold his

team! He'd have a double team now
and get rich in no time, and be as great a

man as Jack Warner"—and this was
about the ideal of my boyish aspirations.

Still, on the other hand, education be-

came to me almost a sacred word. There
was something fascinating in the thought

of giving up everything in the world to

be an educated man. What a boy would

give a fine team for must be worth having.

Thus for years these ideas contended

in my mind. It was a war of ascendency

* Apostle Parley P. Pratt.

between my moral and my acquisitive

self. At last the nobler triumphed and
my teacher became my hero.

Now this is the very warfare I would
arouse in every heart, the warfare be-

tween the better and the baser self. Here
was a young man who practically faced

the alternative: How can I afford it?

How can I not afford it ?—and decided

wisely. Now, if every youth would in

the same way, place his earthly all in

the scale, and then choose between it

and education, the question of where
the money is coming from will be an-

swered for hundreds, perhaps thousands,

in this Territory. Remember, I do not

advise reckless disposal of property. I

urge a young man firmly to resolve that

he will go to school, say, next year.

Then let him go to work with a will. He
will find that keeping this purpose steadi-

ly in view will be to him at once a spur

and a savings bank.

Having accumulated a hundred dollars

or two, let him resolve, on coming to

school, to get through the first year on,

say, seventy-five dollars. This resolu-

tion, like the other, will protect him
against many temptations. Nickels will

swell to the bigness of dollars, and every

coin take a yellow hue out of very pre-

ciousness. Over his social self he should

draw a heavy veil, and wear it, too, save

as he may withdraw it for a few com-
panions poor as himself. Let him not

seek to be popular; it costs too much. It

is no part of a student's business to look

handsome, or make a dashing appearance

among the fair sex. The moment he

forgets this unpalatable truth, there is

danger that the bottom will fall out of his

savings bank. Let him learn a lesson

from the caterpillar: first it crawls, alike

indifferent to admiration and contempt;

then it withdraws from the world into a

shell for self development; then—well,

just get into this social shell* as soon as

* Let me not seem to teach that the social

self may be repressed or disregarded. I only

try to voice Dr. Maeser's familiar admonition:

"Voung men and young ladies, remember:

balls and parties and sociables you may always

have, but the Academy is yours for only a very

brief period."
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you can; wings will come by and by

Following this line of thought and ac-

tion, he will probably get through on

double the amount first allotted to him-

self. But he has made a splendid begin-

ning. Not least among his acquirements

are the lessons in economy and close

management which he has been forced

to learn. Next year he will live on less.

The prime benefit, however, that which

promises the most for his future, is the

fact that he has tasted the sweetness of a

new life. No one that has keenly sensed

the exquisite pleasure of exercising the

muscles of the brain, if I may venture so

bold a figure, will easily permit the mind
again to rust or atrophy through inactiv-

ity. No mistaken parsimony will keep

such a student from pursuing his studies.

First, that pretty pony, which one year

ago he idolized like a true Arab, will be

disposed of, saddle and all. Then will

follow the little bunch of stock that were

to make him one day a cattle king. The
city lot, with its cosy and mist-hidden

cottage, and pretty Mary (alas ! now so

neglected), change owners next, and still

the fires rage. These are not reckless

expenditures. I place them among the

noblest examples of personal sacrifice.

Fathers! you especially that are unwill-

ing to make such sacrifices, call a halt

and reflect. Will it give you so much
pleasure in some future day to be envied

for being rich? or have your silver-decked

coffin carried at last from a grand house?

It is not, you reply, for yourselves that

you strive, but that you may give your

children a good start. Your purpose is a

noble one, but have you chosen wisely?

What is a good start ? Even as I reflect

upon the next sentence, my eye catches

in a newspaper lying by these grand

words from Bishop Preston: "The men
and women who come to the front are

the hard workers, and the children of

hard workers, who have had to fight the

battle of life from the cradle and by hard

licks earn all they get. That is the class

of which great men and women are made,

and the rule holds good all through.

Who are the most successful students in

our colleges? Not those, as a rule, who
have been reared with a silver spoon in

their mouth, as some of our young people

have been. They may get along because

of their special opportunities, but as a

rule they do not succeed in life. Those
who are in the lead are they who have to

work from the ground up, the energy of

whose minds is developed so that they

grasp the principles of learning and retain

them while others forget."

Would you then deliberately deprive

your children of the grand opportunities

that come only through work? Depend
upon it, men become great only by reso-

lutely facing a world of weeds as Adam
did. It is a mistaken policy to hoard

wealth in order to leave your children

rich. Let them carve out their own for-

tunes as you have done. But let them
start better equipped than you were. To
this end sacrifice your accumulations for

their education. But why should we
give that act the dignity of sacrifice which

is only a sensible choice between a few

paltry dollars and the welfare of an eter-

nal soul?

N. L. Nelson.

POLITICS VERSUS PATRIOTISM.

With an extraordinary display of par-

aphernalia, with bands of music and
waving banners, amid the blazonry of

rockets, colored fires, and volleys of

small arms, the old "People's Party" of

Utah which had stood for years as the

synonym for self-defence, dissolved, and
all its members rallied beneath the rival

political flags of Democracy and Repub-

licanism, to place themselves in line (as

it was urged) with their fellow-citizens

everywhere on the great national domain.

The stirring issues which are used to

incite division elsewhere, were as to their

local bearings unknown in Utah; the

drag-net of Liberalism carried in its

meshes but one kind of fish; original

differences in fin, scales, color, head or
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tail, by an evolution unknown to Darwin

made them a unit against a community

always misunderstood and everywhere

misrepresented. A solitary feature or

two in their social and in their

religious economy drawn from that Book
which gives inspiration, faith, religion and

consequently character to Christendom

was made the bugaboo in the presence of

which prejudice, ostracism and dispar-

agement made a nullity of the Constitu-

tion, in that it was said to give liberty

only to believe, as does the Czar, but

prohibited under pains and penalties that

action which is the essential essence of

faith. In the creation of that public

opinion, which thus misjudged, special

legislation was prescribed, and this being

backed by a decision of the supreme

court of last resort, brought to an

issue the practices in controversy; it is

needless to estimate the cost of this de-

cision and acquiescence to those most

intensely interested, but the official and

practical relinquishment of a fundamental

principle startled its opponents even

more than its advocates, for it meant
reconstruction on new lines, it meant

that the old and useful form of united

self-defence was about to be set aside

for the asserted advantages of coalition

with the great parties, and so securing

recognition of the fact, that in all other

aspects and features of honorable citizen-

ship, the Utonians were second to none

and in advance of most, whether of the

states or territories.

The years have rolled away since this

quasi-revolution was inaugurated, the

first enthusiasm has died out, the change

is now not new, and on the eve of future

elections it is pertinent to ask, '"What

have we gained by a step so radical—by
a change so sweeping?" We have re-

ceived recognition by the manipulators

—

the master spirits of these great national

organizations; they believe that we are

now a deserving community, that we are

worthy of their confidence, that they will

aid us in securing our rights, that state-

hood has been far too long withheld, and

that both parties are now but simply wait-

ing that unanimous vote from Congress

assembled, which shall give Utah place

as an equal star on the blue field of our

gloi ious flag ! True that no man in either

house of Congress has suggested this as

an indefeasible right, irrespective of our
political complexion and vote. True
that the people of Utah have not been
consulted as to their desire in the pre-

mises; true that justice still lingers in the

halls of expediency; true that suspicion,

jealousy, and fear are found yet in the

breasts of local politicians; true that such
fear is but the evidence of self-conviction,

and that such fear is an unmistakable

prophecy that the suffrages of a free

people will never again lift to place and
power the hand which smote, the tongue
which villified, or the scheming brain

which robbed them in the day of their

humiliation !

It is among the natural and inevitable

things that the policy and politics of a

community shall find embodiment in

those whom they send to represent them
in the general councils of this Republic,

for power, prestige, influence is only so

acquired ; men who represent a State

there must have ideas, convictions born

by consideration of those issues in wtiicn

the nation's life, honor, prosperity and
glory are essentially laid; topics of fin-

ance, on the tariff, on silver, on
internal public exigencies and works,

on national defense and the comity
of nations, with international policy

and colonial extension, when such may-

seem desirable; for such m itters the

most wise, intelligent, sagacious and pro-

gressive citizen should have conferred

upon him dignity and power, for in these

details representing a constituency he
effects, creates, determines so far as

legislation can do so, the destinies of the

nation! There is, however, considerable

controversy as to how far this spirit of
party shall affect our local methods, ap-

pointments, elections and interests. In

the old world it was not uncommon
to hear a voter reply when his suffrages

were solicited, "My father always voted

the blue (or orange) and I shall vote the

same;" whether a young voter in Utah
would say, "My father was a Democrat
and I shall be a Democrat, or vice versa,"

has hardly yet been demonstrated, but.
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among thousands of such the question is

asked in regard to the filling of local

offices, "Why should we vote a party

ticket at all?" There's the rub! and no
specious answer will be accepted. If it

can be demonstrated that "because a

man is a Democrat" he will make a

better policeman, a better councilor,

alderman, mayor or a school trustee, it

is a proposition easily answered and

understood.

If for our county officers a man is

more efficient because he is a Repub-
lican, why not elect a Republican every

time? The uses and advantages of party

organization seem at present waiting to

be merged altogether into the doctrine,

that "to the victors belong the spoils."

When our legislature is to be elected,

shall they be chosen on a party basis

either? If so, why? They cannot legis-

late on silver, on the tariff, on any

question save those of a local character.

If Democracy or Republicanism—one

or the other—can be more effectually of

service to our population, through its

deliberative and legislative bodies, let

our young men know it! Tney do not

want to beat the air, to fight with

shadows, to propagate a doctrine which

has little foundation in truth . Nor when
there are rival tickets in the field, and as

a matter of fact there are now progressive

men on each, do they want to be called

"mugwumps" if they bolt the party

tickets by selecting from the whole.

It would seem to a looker-on, as a

manifestation of the highest patriotism,

when a man is selected for the local

legislature, that he will work for Utah,

for her progress and developement, for

her glory and greatness; that his love

for her as his own home and the home
of his posterity will command his

thoughts, his toil, his sacrifice, his life!

That her laws shall be models of brevity

and equity, and that her influence shall

be ever on the lines of right and loyalty

as befits a citizen and a man.

It would seem as if the man for a

county or city office should be subject

to honorable position, because of his

zeal and love for that city or county; be-

cause he is prudent, and economical yet

withal progressive; giving his best

effort for love of his home, his friends,

and the honorable duty of the day.

It used to be asserted that no man was
desirable for office who was everlasting-

ly seeking and scheming for that. If this

was true—is true, we have surely fallen

on evil days, for if ever a country was
degraded by self-seeking, it is this! If

ever a country was deliberately stolen

from those who made it, it is this!

To be sure there were a few who
thought some change desirable here, but

little did they count on being fleeced and
superseded by that element which under
the flimsy veil of party division was not

only imported, but provided with labor

as apolitical scheme.and still further,that

this was and is being done at the expense
of taxation, a thing compulsory and of

necessity commendable when used legiti-

mately, but amounting only to con-

spiracy and fraud, when prostituted to

the base ends of subjugation, such as is

known to be the case right here. If this

is the result, the fruit of party division,

let us work and pray for our own deliver-

ance, and let our motto and practice be
to select and elect to office the best man
we can get, the one conspicuous for hon-
esty and integrity, the one whom none
can bribe or move from the pursuit of

right, the one who is a permanent resi-

dent, whose home and family and inter-

ests are here, the one who while willing

to pay his taxes and inaugurate improve-

ments, will rarely be subject to error, and
never to extravagance and fraud; the

one who looks upon office as an honor-

able distinction conferred upon him by
his fellow citizens, and upon the public

purse as a sacred trust to be more jeal-

ously guarded even than his own.

On the other hand, if a young man
would like to serve his country, his state,

his county, or his native town, let him
make a study of public needs and patriot-

ic duty, taking the advice given by

Shakespeare:

"Love thyself last, still in thy right hand

Carry gentle peace to silence envious tongues.

Let all the ends thou aimest at be thy

Country's, thy God's, and Truth."

These characteristics will command at-
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tention and respect, they will insure an in-

fluence and power vastly more permanent

than that which is based upon political

party, expedience or platform.

To be a man is greater than to be a

Democrat; to be an incorruptible citizen

is better than to be a Republican, and to

combine the two in these days of political

degeneracy and demagogism, is a task as

difficult as to wash the Ethiopian white.

Shall we not then be politicians, it may
be asked? No! a thousand times no! in

the vulgar acceptation of the term; but we
would have patriots in whose soul the

undying flame of liberty should burn

with unextinguishable luster; we would

have every citizen, but particularly the

younger men, more than familiar with the

history of the country and the grandly

heroic deeds of the fathers; we would

have every one fully imbued with a

knowledge of his rights, privileges and

responsibilities; we would have a more

than transitory interest in the "living

issues"—the "burning questions" which

are the features of our developing

national life; we would have all these

interests as common as "household

words," but we would sink them in our

home affairs, for the same reasons that a

man takes care of his own family in

preference to humanity, in a broader

although interesting sense.

We would not have it inferred that

the Contributor is to be made the

organ of either party, or that politics is

in an aggressive sense a part of its

beneficent mission; but inasmuch as it

reaches a large constituency of young

men, amenable to "sober second

thought," they may modify for home
purposes the acerbities, jealousies and

heart burnings of undue (and as is

shown) unnecessary political agitation

and excitement, where but local office is

concerned.

Most of the young men of Utah are

religionists, members of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and

while that calling is far too sacred to be

used as a shuttlecock on an inglorious

and desecrated field; none may say that

the educational force of love to God and

truth shall be deprived of its legitimate

exercise in every avenue of human in-

terest and thought.

The ozone of religion's spirit infused

into the atmosphere of politics, would
purify and make more healthy and in-

vigorating its now malarial character,

while to drag politics into religion and

make the latter the slave of the former,

would inflict a greater evil on humanity

than politics alone could do, including

its bribery, corruption, division and evil,

as it surges from one end of our humili-

ated land to the other.

H. W. Naisbitt.

SIMPLY A RIGHT.

I believe in woman suffrage, because

women are as integral a part of the com-

monwealth as men, and have equal

social rights, and the first of all social

rights is the right of self-government. I

claim it, then, simply as a right. After

that, I find many reasons why it is de-

sirable that the right should no longer be

withheld by prejudice and force, reasons

of which the purification of the ballot by

means of the greater activity of con-

science with women than with men, the

advantage of bringing to bear on public

questions the livelier general intelligence

arising from the superior education of

women in the mass to that of men in the

mass, the enlargement and strengthening

of women themselves through the ex-

ercise of a further responsibility, and the

right of children to inherit from mothers

who have had complete, instead of par-

tial, development, are not among the

least—Harriet Prescott Spofford.

Beware of him that is slow to anger;

anger, when it is long in coming, is the

stronger when it comes, and the longer

kept. Abused patience turns to fury.

—

F. Ouarles.

Life is a leaf of paper white,

Whereon each one of us may write

His word or two, and then comes night.

Greatly begin ! though thou have time

But lor a line.be that sublime

—

Not failure, but low aim, is crime.

/. R. Lowell.
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